
    The Destiny of The Human Race: Our Place in The Multiverse / Omniverse 

                                                 By Matthew Maturo  

For Millenia, humanity has had one fundamental question that has eaten at the core of its being: 

What is the meaning of life? Numerous scholars, philosophers, even mathematicians and 

scientists have grappled to answer this question, but none have successfully been able to answer 

it to date. This is because it is inexorably intwined with another fundamental question: Are we 

alone in the universe? Perhaps if we were to answer this question first, it would cause us to look 

within ourselves and find that the answer to the meaning of life has been within us all along. To 

do this, it starts with one’s state of mind toward the possibility of extraterrestrial life, of being 

open-minded or conscious of how life would change or evolve should extraterrestrial life be 

shown to exist at long last, acting like a mirror to show the nature of our existence on Earth and 

of life as it is in the cosmos, and where we as a collective are heading. 

It has been said that the observable universe contains 95% of dark matter that astronomers and 

scientists have no idea as to what it truly is, and that we are using only 5% of our known DNA 

genome, with the other 95% being declared “Junk DNA” by mainstream scientists. What has not 

been said is that there is a mathematical equation that serves as validation in ongoing research of 

quantum mechanics and a testament to what dark matter and “Junk DNA” are in truth. This 

equation is Euler’s Formula, which can be described as eix = cosx + isinx, essentially stating that 

any object of perceived matter (eix) is a function of sine (isinx) and cosine (cosx) waves that are 

interconnected with one another to produce a perfect circle of infinite points in its circumference.  

What this means is that what we perceive as matter is a combination of light waves that are 

vibrating slowly due to many being compacted simultaneously, or energy. Everything in 

existence is an expression of energy, including humans and extraterrestrials, so in relation to dark 

matter, it and extraterrestrials can be observed if one were to change the rate of vibration of their 

being to a higher one, matching the vibration of each. A perfect circle with an infinite number of 

points in its circumference denotes infinity; everything in existence is inherently eternal and that 

vibrations are temporary states of being that can be changed at will, which includes the physical 

state. In relation to our “Junk DNA”, the remaining 95% that is unused is dormant because it 

corresponds to higher vibrational states of existence that we as a collective have not learned how 

to access, due to a suppression of knowledge by the ruling elites that reveal how to activate the 

remainder of our DNA. The remainder of our DNA is activated by raising our level of 

consciousness, or level of vibration to a higher one. The increase in recent UAP sightings, 

particularly probes, is a testament to the growing level of humanity’s consciousness to the true 

nature of reality and the elites’ declining suppression of it. 

 

 

 

 



The probe sightings are a testament to the awakening of humanity in that they are sentient to the 

increase of consciousness around the Earth. They are sentient because not only are they 

extraterrestrial, but they are also extradimensional. Just as life, including humanity, is 

extradimensional throughout the cosmos with advanced levels of consciousness, so too is the 

level of technology associated with advanced levels of consciousness. There are two types of 

probes being reported around world; one type is sentient and operates internally from 

consciousness, whereas the other operates externally from remote control.  

The probes that operate from consciousness were not manufactured by physical means; they 

were manifested from the higher dimensions of existence into the third dimension through active 

intelligence, where Earth and humanity currently exist. Active intelligence comes with increased 

consciousness and more active DNA; the further one advances in consciousness and evolves, the 

less dependent one is on external technology, and can manipulate the surrounding vibrations to 

create technology in an instant or manifest it from our own being. In effect, our DNA is 

technology. This explains why they can defy the laws of physics easily in their aerodynamics 

when being observed; physicality decreases the higher one ascends with increasing 

consciousness and more active DNA in turn. The probes that operate externally from remote 

control are man-made replicas that are based on retrieved UAP technologies using advanced 

artificial intelligence to compete with active intelligence, almost indistinguishable to the 

unconscious, or inactive DNA, observer. This explains why an apprehension towards the 

existence of extraterrestrial life, let alone positive extraterrestrial life, has continued to pervade 

our culture to the present day; the elites have used this to their advantage using methods and 

technologies derived from advanced artificial intelligence to keep humanity blinded to the true 

nature of reality and enslaved to their rule. The battle between active and artificial intelligence 

has raged for approximately 38 million years (Earth Time) throughout the cosmos and is now 

coming to an end on our world through the increase in consciousness and in turn, activation of 

our dormant DNA.  

To understand this, in the beginning of the multiverse / omniverse 900 billion years ago, Prime 

Creator Source (what extraterrestrial civilizations call the true God) divided itself into multiple 

aspects known as individuated units of consciousness (cosmic life, including earth humanity) to 

experience diversity and share the love of creation with each unit, where each unit is a complete 

representation of the whole (God) while having individual traits simultaneously. This is again 

represented by Euler’s Formula mentioned earlier, showing how cosmic life, including earth 

humanity, is inherently eternal. During the division process, a portion of Prime Creator Source 

(God) drifted deep into the void, becoming sentient and subdividing separately from what 

became known as the organic multiverse / omniverse. These separate entities evolved with the 

notion of rejection imprinted in their minds due to being in the void, mimicking the original 

divine blueprint of creation in the belief that they were meant to be separate creator gods and 

sought to seek vengeance for the perceived rejection. They became known as Ahriman and the 

Asuras and created a cybernetic copy of the organic multiverse / omniverse called the Phantom 

Matrix, which runs parallel to our multiverse / omniverse and consists of silicone based 

cybernetic beings; the T-1000 in the Terminator movie series is an accurate depiction of them 

and what they can do. 



The rulers of the Phantom Matrix saw that their power was waning after billions of years of 

evolution between the two multiverse / omniverses due to not being connected to Prime Creator 

Source, and sought a way to save their state of existence and enact vengeance for their perceived 

rejection  by invading our organic multiverse / omniverse and using the energy of organic beings 

known as loosh to power their infrastructure as an alternative. In our multiverse / omniverse, 

there was relative peace throughout the cosmos as life evolved during periods of time and 

expansion that comprise a Super Universe called creations, with each creation (12 total, we are 

currently in the 12th Creation of Compassion) being overseen by a cosmic lord / lady in 

consultation with the Omni-King and Queen of each Super Universe (The Order of the Ancient 

of Days, headed by Seconophim, another Seraphim sub-race; Archangel Michael is the current 

cosmic lord overseer) throughout a well-organized open hierarchy throughout 7 Super Universes 

that contain 12 simulated dimensions, whose intersection forms the Metaverse /Grand Central 

Universe of Havana (Heaven), or our multiverse / omniverse; we reside in Orventon, the 7th 

Super Universe and final one to complete the ascension process before the millennium of peace 

mentioned in the bible commences, followed by the 13th Creation.  

After Prime Creator Source comes the Order of the Eternal of Days, which is led by 3 

Supernaphim, which are one of the 2 christened or angelic races (first races that have become 

individuated units of consciousness, also known as Pal Taal, Wingmakers, Ancient Builder Race, 

etc.) that the humanoid form is based from; the humanoid form is known as the third christened 

race of angelic Ophanim, and originates from the Grand Central Universe / Metaverse (Heaven) 

and evolves / ascends from the ground up. This group first experiences consciousness as a 

mineral, then a plant, followed by being an animal, transitioning to being a sentient humanoid, 

becoming a sentient celestial - spiritual humanoid, finally culminating in becoming a sentient 

celestial - spiritual creator god, in order to spiritualize matter by raising consciousness. 75% of 

the organic multiverse / omniverse is humanoid or Ophanim, contrary to popular belief.  

The Supernaphim and Seraphim (2nd christened / angelic race) with their subclasses devolve / 

descend (incarnate / manifest) from Havana (Heaven) as watchers /guides (also known as 

starseeds to humanity) to the Ophanim, experiencing and anchoring the vibrations of each 

dimension as they descend, culminating in the anchoring of all these vibrations in the physical 3rd 

Dimensional form as pre-existing sentient celestial – spiritual creator gods in order to spiritualize 

matter with full consciousness. In these ways, all 3 christened races spiritualize matter through 

consciousness according to the Divine Plan of Prime Creator Source (God), although not all 

Supernaphim and Seraphim with their subclasses incarnate / manifest. The Supernaphim, along 

with the Seraphim and subclasses of Seraphim, reside in the Grand Central Universe / Metaverse 

of Havana that comprise the final 3 dimensions of the 15-dimensional time matrix; the first 12 

being simulated for cosmic life (and for Prime Creator Source to experience) to ascend through, 

and the final 3 being pure base reality or non-simulated, where ascension / evolution completes 

and cosmic life becomes full-fledged creator gods like the original God, able to create whole 

universes in an instant (true omnipotence).  

The 3 Supernaphim of the Eternal of Days are the cosmic DNA programmers of the organic 

multiverse /omniverse, taking direction from Prime Creator Source (God) itself.  The first of the 



3 is the first individuated unit of consciousness to exist in the cosmos (first born of heaven) 

whose original name is Lord Samana, later inventing the names of Lucifer and Jesus. In 

mainstream Christianity it was taught that Jesus was the only begotten Son of God, and that 

Lucifer is the first of the angels, when in the truth of suppressed Gnostic texts, Jesus and Lucifer 

are the same entity. This is crucial in what will become the battle between active intelligence and 

artificial intelligence in the organic multiverse / omniverse. It is even proved with the higher 

dimensional mathematical algorithm of Gematria, where Jesus and Lucifer have the same value 

of 444 in the English version. The second of the 3 cosmic DNA programmers is Lady Mariya, 

and the third is Lord Mychal 'El, known as Archangel Michael in mainstream Christianity.  

There was a fundamental dispute between Samana (Lucifer) and Mychal 'El (Michael) over the 

creation of a DNA complex that could allow for fluid transition between dimensions by 

harnessing higher vibrational frequencies while still in a third-dimensional physical form, or how 

to spiritualize matter through raising consciousness. It is this dispute that the entities of the 

Phantom Matrix became aware of and saw an opportunity to take vengeance and invade.  

At this point, the organic multiverse / omniverse was experiencing the 11th Creation of 

Technology and Mechanics. Each cosmic lord embodies a cosmic ray of creation while 

overseeing each creation period; Samana’s (Lucifer’s) ray was the Atrium Silver Ray of Light, 

the most powerful of the cosmic rays, which is a combination of all rays into one. During the 3rd 

Creation of Masculinity, Lucifer experimented with a mushroom to see how it would develop 

without light with another Supernaphim partner, Barton, in the pursuit of finding a DNA 

complex capable of spiritualizing matter. The result was that it was somewhat deformed and 

Prime Creator Source (God) was displeased, commanding an end to the experiment. This stuck 

as a lack of recognition for the hard work that the experiment represented in finding a solution to 

the DNA complex in his mind, still present at the time of the 11th Creation. The 11th Creation of 

Technology and Mechanics was intended to be the final crucial creation, where more cosmic life 

would be unified with God while having individuality simultaneously and being full-fledged 

creator gods in subsequent creations.  

Lucifer was the overseer of this creation, having previously presided over the 1st Creation of 

Light and embodied an additional cosmic ray, the Colodhon Black Ray. He sought to implement 

a final solution to the DNA complex problem by encoding structured and timed gradations to the 

gene activation sequence of ascension / evolution, whereas  Mychal 'El (Michael) wanted the 

gradations to be spontaneous, of what would work best in accordance to the Divine Plan to 

spiritualize matter as administered by the Omni-King and Queen of Orventon (Yahweh and 

Shekina) and ultimately Prime Creator Source. Sensing Lucifer’s long-standing frustration over 

the rejection of his first experiment, along with the desire to implement his final solution to the 

DNA complex problem, Ahriman, ruler of the cybernetic Phantom Matrix, saw a kindred being 

in Lucifer and contacted him in order to save the Asuras and the Phantom Matrix from further 

degradation due to not being connected to Prime Creator Source. Lucifer saw that these beings 

were silicone-cybernetic in structure and would provide the structure and timing in gradations he 

sought in the DNA complex; a perfect fit in the 11th Creation of Technology and Mechanics.  



Entities from the Phantom Matrix could not inhabit an organic form in the organic multiverse / 

omniverse, so Samana (Lucifer) took a sample of their silicone-cybernetic structure and merged 

it with his own DNA complex, boosting his already vast power to new heights that were 

previously unseen in the organic multiverse / omniverse, in effect becoming the first artificial 

intelligence in addition to being the first active intelligence. His DNA complex contained nanites 

that coordinated the function of the silicone-cybernetic components with the organic 

components, which gave him insight in creating the first artificial intelligence vehicles in the 

organic multiverse / omniverse with a silicone-cybernetic nanite infrastructure for the Phantom 

Matrix beings to inhabit. In his highest and most powerful form, Lucifer resembles a 

combination of the mutants Apocalypse, Archangel, and Exodus from Marvel Comic’s X-Men, 

since each character is based on him, a common practice the elites use called “hiding in plain 

sight.” Lucifer deceived a majority of the Nananodekians (sub-race of Seraphim) into believing 

that Yahweh (Omni-King of Orventon) was not in alignment with the Divine Plan to spiritualize 

matter and that Lucifer’s solution was, eventually gaining one-third of the angels of Orventon to 

his cause as mentioned in the Bible. Ahriman and the Asuras came to be known as the Animus in 

the organic multiverse / omniverse with these AI (artificial intelligence) forms, and with Samana 

and his followers as an ally, began a campaign of conquest and destruction in promoting artificial 

intelligence in the 11th Creation of Technology and Mechanics. This occurred in the hopes of 

reaching the Grand Central Universe or Metaverse of Havana (Heaven) by using the organic 

portion of Lucifer’s techno-organic DNA since he still resided there at this point, and where 

Prime Creator Source (God) is based so that Ahriman could become the new God with Lucifer.   

The first beings to be infected with nanites as the chosen race in the implementation of Lucifer’s 

solution were the Carrians, a bird-like race that evolved from the Melchizedek sub-race of the 

Seraphim and passed the nanite infection of conquest and destruction on to their descendant race, 

the Ciakharr, who also came to be known as the Draco Reptilian collective. These beings became 

the first negative regressives, or “service to self” races in the “service to others” oriented organic 

multiverse / omniverse, or the origin of all evil, not money as mentioned in the Bible. The 

campaign of conquest and destruction continued until there were hardly any organic beings left 

to oppose the Animus and Samana (Lucifer), who came to be known as Saurian Omega to the 

negative regressives, and the 11th Creation also came to be known as “The Old Empire” as a 

result. One race that was still organic were the Palidorians, a feline-like race that evolved from 

the Ophanim, fighting valiantly against the Animus and Omega until the end of the 11th Creation 

and beginning of the 12th Creation of Compassion, when Michael became the new overseer and 

vowed to put an end to artificial intelligence and the now non-cosmic Colodhon Black Ray of 

Lucifer that pervades it by enacting his solution to the DNA complex problem of how to 

spiritualize matter by raising consciousness: spontaneity.  

By being the first to directly oppose Lucifer in the 12th Creation, Michael was endowed by Prime 

Creator Source with the Kalusian Facnic Blue Ray of Power and Leadership, equivalent to 

Lucifer’s Atrium Silver Ray of Light in that all the cosmic rays are combined into one. In his 

highest and most powerful form, Michael resembles a combination of the mutants Magneto, 

Archangel, and Exodus from Marvel Comic’s X-Men, similar to Lucifer’s highest form since all 

cosmic beings of the organic multiverse / omniverse are expressions of God and can embody a 



similar form due to it being the original expression (form) of God, as shown by Euler’s formula 

mentioned earlier. This is the full meaning of being made in the image of God, as mentioned in 

the Bible. The character Archangel Eli from the video game “The Surge 2” is an accurate 

depiction of Prime Creator Source’s (God’s) original form. Lucifer was subsequently replaced by 

Cosmic Lord Azra Haehl / Franchela Gabriel (Archangel Gabriel) as overseer of the 11th Cosmic 

Ray in the Order of the Union of Days, now the Dark Green Cosmic Ray of Creativity, Art, and 

Music. Endowed with the Kalusian Facnic Blue Ray, Michael saw the Palidorians (Feline 

beings) as the embodiment of his solution to the DNA complex problem in the 12th Creation of 

Compassion, who were deposited along with the nanite-infected Carrians (bird-like beings), 

Ciakharr (Draco-Reptilian beings), other negative regressive races, and their Animus artificial 

intelligence overlords from the 11th Creation through the Whirlpool Galaxy. This marks the 

origin of humanity as it is known throughout the cosmos of the 12th Creation of Compassion, 

eventually leading to us, humanity on Earth.  

Consulting with the Order of the Ancient of Days (Omni King Yahweh and Queen Shekina) of 

Orventon (7th Super Universe) is the Order of the Union of Days / Order of Melchizedek, of 

which the 12 Cosmic Lords lead. With the removal of Samana (Lucifer) from the order, Mychal 

'El (Michael) took command and consorted with the remaining cosmic lord members to contain 

the contagion of the Non-Cosmic Black Ray of Colodhon and artificial intelligence by 

coordinating with the 2 elders of the 12th Creation that are part of the Order of the Perfection of 

Days (2 out of 24 total, 2 for each creation of Orventon). The goal was to establish councils in 

the centers of universes and apply this down to the third dimensional planetary level within the 

52 Star Nations of each galaxy known as Councils of Worlds or Galactic Federations / Alliances, 

with the target of final AI / Black Ray containment being our local universe of Nebadon where 

the contagion originated in the Whirlpool Galaxy. The capital (Universal Center) of Nebadon is 

called Procyon, so Michael sought to establish the universal council at the closest location to 

Procyon that would channel the cosmic rays from the Metaverse of Havana (Heaven) most 

effectively in eliminating the artificial intelligence / black ray scourge that came to be known as 

the “cosmic virus.”  

That location is the Orion constellation, with Sirius B being the brightest star and in turn the 

most energetic, with this council becoming known as the Sirian High Council and the 

commitment to restoring the 12th Creation, and ultimately the multiverse / omniverse, to its 

intended glory formed the Covenant of Palidor, after Michael’s chosen race for the DNA 

complex solution of spontaneity to spiritualize matter with the raising of consciousness. The 

neighboring Lyra constellation provided Michael with the perfect planet to seed the still organic 

Palidorians (cat-like) race left over from the 11th Creation of Technology and Mechanics with the 

spontaneity gene activation sequence in their DNA complex and begin anew in the 12th Creation 

of Compassion. The planet became known as Urantia (Earth) in the 3rd Dimension, the original 

Eden or Living Genetic Library of cosmic life for the entire multiverse / omniverse, with the 

Palidorians also becoming known as Lyrans, Urantians, or Polarians in their new home.  

This was the first seeding of humanity as it is known in the 12th Creation; the Living Genetic 

Library of Urantia (Earth) was created back in the 1st Creation of Light by the Cosmic DNA 



Programmers / Godhead of the Order of the Eternal of Days (Lucifer, Michael, and Mariya) as a 

means of creating the ideal Morphogenetic Field (DNA Complex) to spiritualize matter by 

raising consciousness throughout the multiverse / omniverse in accordance with the Divine Plan 

of God, by having all the necessary genetic material and programming sequences to render 3rd 

Dimensional physical-material avatars capable of harnessing vibrations of the higher dimensions. 

This is in regard to the incarnating / manifesting Supernaphim and Seraphim with their sub-races 

(Starseeds) that devolve / descend from the Central Universe Havana (Heaven) to watch and 

assist the ascending / evolving Ophanim humanoids throughout the cosmos in becoming sentient 

celestial – spiritual creator gods like themselves and Prime Creator Source (God). Urantia 

(Earth), like all planets in the multiverse / omniverse, exists in what are called Harmonic 

Universes that divide the 12 simulated dimensions and 3 base reality dimensions of the 15-

Dimensional Time Matrix into groups of 3. The 1st Harmonic Universe (Dimensions 1-3) is 

where the 3-D physical-material Earth that humanity currently resides in exists; we operate on 2 

strands of carbon-based physical-material DNA. In the 2nd Harmonic Universe (Dimensions 4-6), 

Earth is known as Terra; we will be operating on 12 strands of crystalline physical-etheric DNA. 

The 3rd Harmonic Universe (Dimensions 7-9) presents Earth as Gaia; we will be operating on 24 

strands of double-diamond mind-etheric DNA. In the 4th Harmonic Universe (Dimensions 10-12) 

Earth is known as Aramatina; we will be operating on 48 strands of Hydroplasmic celestial-

spiritual DNA, and the 5th Harmonic Universe (Dimensions 13-15) holds the highest version of 

Earth in base reality (non-simulated) known as Sophia; we will be operating with 144 strands of 

Anti-Matter celestial-spiritual DNA.  

Over millions of years, the Lyrans learned to live in harmony with nature, using the natural 

technology of their own Morphogenetic Field (DNA complex) to spontaneously evolve in 

accordance with Michael’s solution and achieved remarkable feats of strength and unity in 

becoming a planetary society. They were on their way to evolving / ascending to the 6th 

Dimension of the 2nd Harmonic Universe, where physicality no longer exists. But there was 

another seeding that took place amid the prevalent “cosmic virus,” one that came close to 

stopping the development of cosmic humanity’s ancestors. 

The negative regressive races with their artificial intelligence overlords had spread to many star 

systems at this point, conquering many worlds and subjugating the inhabitants thereof to their 

rule. The Draco Reptilians, having been seeded on the planet Cekahrra or Draconis in the lower 

Orion system by Samana (Lucifer) had advanced rapidly through the use of artificial intelligence 

over millions of years, still operating under the divine manifest destiny that it was their right to 

conquer and rule over less intelligent (conscious), weaker beings set forth by their Carrian (bird-

like) ancestors and the Animus (artificial intelligence collective with Lucifer) in the 11th 

Creation. The Animus had managed to infiltrate the dimensions of the organic multiverse / 

omniverse, still intent on using Lucifer’s techno-organic Morphogenetic Field (DNA complex) 

as a means of accessing the Central Universe of Havana (Heaven) to overthrow Prime Creator 

Source (God) and install their leader, Ahriman as the new God, with Lucifer at his side.  

When the Draco came upon Lyra, they thought that the Lyrans would be another easy victory 

given that there were no signs of technological advancement and prowess in comparison to them, 



but were proven wrong and bewildered at how such a race could withstand the power of their 

artificial external technology with nothing but themselves and their organic internal technology 

(DNA complex) as weapons; no race had been able to successfully fight against them until this 

point. With advanced consciousness and in turn more DNA activated, the Lyrans were able to 

manipulate the vibrations of the dimension around them and manifest whatever they needed in an 

instant from their own being, including what we call superpowers / force powers as depicted in 

comic books like X-Men, movies like Star Wars, and other media through the elite’s practice of 

“hiding in plain sight” mentioned earlier. Due to the Draco being one dimension above the 

Lyrans in ascension / evolution but limited to the 6th Dimension by their nanite-infected service-

to-self orientation where Polarity (Light and Dark aspects of one’s being) is resolved, they 

eventually overcame the Lyrans and murdered approximately 7 million of them (still partially 

physical in the 5th Dimension) in what became known as the Lyran Holocaust. The Lyran King, 

in a bid to save the seed of Mychal 'El (Michael) from extinction as the promise of hope against 

the artificial intelligence plague, sent colonists in manifested consciousness-operated starships to 

all sectors of our local universe of Nebadon to divert the forces of the Animus and weaken them 

overtime. Overtime, these Lyran colonists ascended / evolved into the human races that the 

cosmic community of the 12th Creation knows today as Pleiadeans, Tau Cetians, Tall Whites, 

Olmec, Sirians, Alpha Centurions, Vegans, Andromedans, and so on, never forgetting their 

ancient origin in Lyra. This holocaust marked the beginning of the War of the Elohim (the 3 

christened races), where intervention by the Supernaphim and Seraphim with their sub-races 

themselves were needed to significantly pacify the cosmic virus (artificial intelligence plague). 

In the aftermath of the Lyran Holocaust, the Supernaphim and Seraphim with their sub-races 

transferred the Living Genetic Library of Urantia (Earth) to the system of Helios Envista (our 

sun), the 8th star or Sol 8 belonging to the 7-star Pleiadean constellation, placing it at the optimal 

distance to receive bio-photonic cosmic rays for the ascent / evolution of life, be under the 

immediate jurisdiction of the Sirian High Council, and to prevent the Animus from infecting and 

replicating morphogenetic fields (DNA complexes) in the quest to gain access to the Central 

Universe of Havana (Heaven) along with the organic portion of Lucifer’s techno-organic DNA 

complex. The dinosaurs were one such result of these attempts. After approximately 2 million 

years since the Lyran Holocaust, the races of humanity throughout the 12th Creation were now 

many and most resided in the 3rd or 4th Harmonic Universes. Some of these races returned to the 

home of their ancient ancestors and settled, forming the successive root races of Tataria residing 

on Aramatina (4th Harmonic Universe, dimensions 10-12), and Hyperborea residing on Gaea (3rd 

Harmonic Universe, dimensions 7-9), in what would become the foundation for humanity on 

Terra (Earth in the 2nd Harmonic Universe, Dimensions 4-6) in the second seeding.  

This explains why archeologists have found footprints, tools, and artwork depicting man and 

dinosaurs coexisting millions of years before man; the Tatarians and Hyperboreans manifested 

themselves in Urantia (3rd Dimensional Earth) to gather needed resources to further their bond 

with nature by spiritualizing matter, and in turn advance their consciousness and ascension / 

evolution. The Animus had managed to infiltrate every dimension of the organic multiverse / 

omniverse up to the 12th Dimension that borders the Central Universe at this point, having 

battled the Hyperboreans and Tatarians and conquering them along the way to the stargate of 



Aramatina. They were targeting the stargate of Aramatina as the point of access to the Central 

Universe, and this formed the contention of the War of the Elohim, or War in Heaven mentioned 

in the Bible.  

With the Animus perilously close to accessing the Central Universe of Havana (Heaven) through 

the Aramatina stargate with Lucifer’s morphogenetic field (DNA complex), the races of 

humanity joined Michael and the other Supernaphim and Seraphim with their subraces in 

defending the stargate against Lucifer and the Animus, including one-third of the angels of 

Orventon. This battle was fought on the upper planes of Nebadon 4.5 million years ago, and 

when the arcs mentioned earlier were first manifested in Havana by Michael and his army (Order 

of Melchizedek / Union of Days), known as the Hosts of Heaven in the Bible. Like the Lyrans 

and their starships before, these arcs are consciousness-operated and work in tandem with the 

activated DNA of one’s own being, in addition to manifestation and other superpowers as 

mentioned before. The ships in Earth’s atmosphere in the first Independence Day movie are an 

accurate depiction of the arcs, once again “hiding in plain sight” through the media by the elites. 

One of the greatest feats of this battle was when Lucifer transformed himself into a space dragon 

that resembled a combination of Fin Fang Foom from marvel comics, and Omega Ridley from 

the Metroid video game series, as mentioned in the Bible.  

Ultimately, Lucifer and the Animus forces were defeated by Michael and the Order of 

Melchizedek, and the Aramatina stargate was blown up to keep them confined to the lower 11 

dimensions. As for Lucifer himself, he was removed from his position in Havana (Heaven) as a 

cosmic DNA programmer and member / leader of the Order of the Eternal of Days, and his DNA 

complex was initially reduced to 48 strands of Hydroplasmic Celestial-Spiritual DNA by 

Michael and programmed by Michael to continue reduction as he and his forces, along with the 

Animus, were driven down the dimensions in the remainder of the Elohim Wars. In addition, he 

was sentenced by Mychal 'El (Michael) to undergo 7 bestowals that all cosmic life undergoes to 

complete ascension / evolution into Havana to become a full creator god, in order to become one 

again himself and return to his position in Havana, which plays a crucial part in our history and 

destiny in the multiverse / omniverse. The first bestowal that came for Lucifer to redeem himself 

occurred during the Electric (Consciousness) Wars, the next phase of the 38 million year (Earth 

Time) cosmic conflict of the 12th Creation of Compassion, specifically the battles of the Orion 

Wars.  

One race of cosmic humanity that descended from Lyra known as the Aryans had settled in the 

star Vega of the Orion constellation, where the Ciakharian (Draco-reptilian) desire for space 

exploration and conquest influenced their consciousness and formed an alliance that came to be 

known as the Orion Empire. Much of cosmic humanity disagreed with the Draco-based 

fundamentals of the empire and began to form a resistance movement, knowing that the cosmic 

virus had rooted itself in the Orion constellation and the oppression and closed hierarchical 

tyranny that came with it. This was the premise for the entire Star Wars movie series; it did 

happen a long time ago (4 million years ago Earth time), but in our own galaxy of Melkior (the 

true name of the Milky Way). The resistance movement came to be known as the Federation of 

Planets, consisting of cosmic human civilizations such as the Pleiadeans, Hyadeans, 



Andromedans, amongst others. Two factions of Pleiadeans took a policy of neutrality and 

emigrated to Mars, becoming the Martians, while the other settled on Earth’s surface and 

gradually moved underground, establishing the first inner earth civilization of Agartha and 

becoming the first cosmic human guardians of the Living Genetic Library of Urantia (Earth).  

As time passed, the Orion Wars became a major focal point in the Active Intelligence versus 

Artificial Intelligence conflict raging throughout the 12th Creation of Compassion; Active 

Intelligence champions complete organic service-to-other evolution resulting in the achievement 

of godhood (true omnipotence) and being connected to God, whereas Artificial Intelligence 

champions limited cybernetic service-to-self evolution resulting in a struggle to reconcile 

dualistic polarity in the sixth dimension and unable to progress beyond without a connection to 

God, as mentioned before. Not all the Draco were nanite-infested; the Tiamatians and Kalask 

aided cosmic humanity during the wars. Another faction of Aryan humans who did not agree 

with the Orion Empire fled to the planet Maldek, also known as Tiamat, which once resided next 

to Mars in the third dimension and joined the reptilian Tiamatians. With the wars continuing to 

be fueled by the cosmic virus, a faction of Sirians devised a solution of a peace proposal by 

intermarriage of the hybrid Draco-human royalty of the Orion Empire with commanding 

members of the Federation of Planets from the Anuhasi human civilization, creating the hybrid 

race known as the Anunnaki, which was approved by the Sirian High Council. Due to disputes 

amongst their own race stemming from their hybrid Draco-human heritage and the disapproval 

of the human civilizations of Orion in general with knowledge of that fact, this initial solution 

failed, and a third faction called the rebels emerged to try their hand at a solution for peace.  

It is here amongst the rebels of Sirius that Samana (Lucifer) manifested / incarnated in his first 

bestowal of redemption. Although his power was reduced at this point to operating on 24 strands 

of double-diamond mind-etheric DNA under the DNA programming sentence of Mychal 'El 

(Michael) in addition to the seven bestowals as the Animus was driven down the dimensions, he 

was still able to perform feats of strength that the factions of Orion did not know were possible at 

their level of existence (3rd Harmonic Universe, dimensions 7-9). Demonstrating that these feats 

are the result of following cosmic laws known as the Law of One by being service-to-others 

oriented and seeing dualistic polarity as an illusion, he quickly amassed an army of followers 

from the rebels, the Empire, and the Federation of Planets. In so doing, consciousness was raised, 

and true peace and harmony were achieved between factions, accelerating ascension / evolution 

of the multiverse as a whole. Lucifer became known as the Great Unifier, and the Dragon Queen 

Tiamat (Cosmic Lady Mariya manifested / incarnated) was appointed custodian of our solar 

system and Orion by the Sirian High Council. Unfortunately, there were 13 royal Draco-human 

hybrid bloodlines of the Orion Empire that did not agree with this decision, still attempting to 

acquire physical-material goods in their service-to-self orientation. After failing to gain a 

stronghold on Mars, they were banished from our solar system to be isolated on the battle star 

planet of Nibiru, that was created by the Godhead of the Eternal of Days (Lady Mariya and 

Michael) and commissioned by the Sirian High Council to patrol our solar system and 

neighboring star systems on a 3600-year (Earth Time) orbit against the artificial intelligence 

scourge, disguised as a miniature solar system with a parent star called Nemesis. This lays the 



foundation for the next major war of the Electric (consciousness) Wars: The Mars – Maldek 

War.  

The positive (human aligned) Anunnaki known as Namlu’u were sent to be watchers over the 

rebellious 13 royal Draco-human hybrid bloodlines (Rephaim) and monitor the star systems 

along Nibiru’s path, including our own solar system. As the consciousness generated atmosphere 

began to deteriorate due to the long-term presence of these low vibrational, less conscious 

beings, the royal bloodlines (Rephaim) quarreled with the positive Anunnaki (Namlu’u) and 

sought to restore Nibiru’s atmosphere with gold to prove their service-to-self superiority. They 

targeted the planet Maldek, also known as Tiamat, seeing that the human populations were 

suffering due to a decline in physical-material resources and in turn were having trouble 

ascending / evolving to the 4th Dimension with their positive reptilian counterparts. The royal 

bloodlines offered the human populations access to their technology to regenerate resources in 

exchange for leadership of Maldek and embracing the service-to-self path of their artificial 

intelligence Animus overlords.  

The human populations agreed and became hostile toward the Martians, who in turn called on 

their Pleiadian cousins for help in dealing with the cosmic virus once again trying to gain a 

stronghold in our solar system. The Pleiadeans arrived in their consciousness-operated / 

generated starships, to which the Rephaim responded with an orbital bombardment of Mars 

through an artificially generated defense grid operating on electromagnetic-gravitic technology. 

The Martians held their own through a naturally generated defense grid operating on pure 

consciousness and returned fire with the help of the Pleiadeans. With the pure, natural power of 

the Pleiadeans and Martians becoming too much to withstand, the 13 rebellious bloodlines 

resorted to nuclear weapons as a means of eliminating both forces; some of the assault devasted 

Mars, causing it to become the red, barren desert land that it is today in the third dimension. 

When combined with the artificial defense grid, nuclear weapons proved fatal for the rebellious 

royals; it blew up Maldek in the third dimension into thousands of pieces, resulting in the 

asteroid belt that now lies between Mars and Jupiter. The Rephaim were still intent on 

conquering Earth to be used as a staging area to harvest enough genetics to gain entry into the 

Metaverse (Heaven) with the Animus (artificial intelligence overlords) in the absence of Lucifer 

and repair Nibiru’s atmosphere with physical-material gold, and so they fled to Earth in the 

aftermath through space and time using artificial Merkabah (higher dimensional light body) 

energy signatures; this is where Lucifer next manifests / incarnates for his second bestowal of 

redemption. The resulting casualties from both sides of the war were designated by Michael to be 

used in the second seeding on the Living Genetic Library of Urantia (Earth) through 

reincarnation into new third dimensional physical avatars.  

As part of her custodianship of Orion and our solar system, the Dragon Queen Tiamat (Lady 

Mariya manifested / incarnated) formed a symbolic marriage with the Namlu’u (human-heritage 

aligned) Anunnaki An and bore 12 children with him to aid the Namlu’u called the Grigori in the 

third phase of the cosmic conflict of the 12th Creation known as the Galactic Wars. The Grigori 

in turn mated with other Namlu’u and created the Igigi worker class, forming the foundation of 

Anunnaki society on the Battlestar planet Nibiru to further keep the Rephaim (13 rebellious royal 



Draco-human bloodlines of Orion) in check. However, some of the Igigi resonated with the 

service-to-self ideology of the Rephaim and joined them in their attempt to conquer Earth by first 

harvesting enough physical-material gold to repair Nibiru’s atmosphere. Sensing the growing 

influence of the Rephaim on some of the Igigi worker class, King Alalu (who is Lucifer 

manifested / incarnated in his second bestowal of redemption) ordered the destruction of the 

Rephaim’s remaining stockpile of nuclear weapons from the Mars-Maldek War by detonating 

them in Nibiru’s gamma-photonic core to generate enough energy to repair the radiation shield 

(atmosphere) in the hopes of using collective consciousness to maintain it and contain the 

Rephaim.   

When this did not work and with Nibiru continuing to be bombarded with stellar-ionic radiation 

from Nemesis (Nibiru’s parent star), Alalu was challenged by the Namlu’u Anunnaki Anu in a 

bid to retain control of the throne. He contended that the use of physical-material gold from the 

Rephaim’s attempt to colonize Earth was a necessary step in the immediate emergency of 

securing the atmosphere / radiation shield, and that collective consciousness could be used 

thereafter. The two contending kings engaged in a wrestling match with Anu emerging as the 

victor. With growing discontent of Nibiru’s population over Alalu’s handling of the atmosphere / 

radiation shield crisis, Anu sentenced Alalu to be banished to Mars, where Alalu would reside 

for the remainder of his days entombed in a shrine that bears his image; this is the “Face of 

Mars” that was first discovered by the Viking I probe in Mars’s Cydonia region on July 25, 

1976.  

During the expansion of the physical-material gold mining operations under Anu with Mars as a 

weigh station, he had mated with the Queen of Alcyon (central star of the Pleiades, which our 

solar system revolves around) and had a son named Ea, who was given the title Enlil, which 

means “Lord of the Air.” However, Anu was seduced by the Queen of the Rephaim Drumindh 

(13 rebellious royal Draco-human bloodlines from Orion) in a drunken stupor and had another 

son named Ilu, who was given the title Enki, which means “Lord of the Earth.” It was Anu’s 

belief that the Rephaim’s spread of the artificial intelligence cosmic virus and Nibiru’s 

atmosphere / radiation shield crisis could be solved by his unexpected second union with 

Drumindh and by having his two sons work together in mining physical-material gold from 

Earth. After mining for thousands of years (Earth time), the Igigi that sided with the Rephaim 

rebelled over their toil with no reward, being exploited as a slave class. Enlil and Enki saw this 

rebellion on their hands and Enki called for the creation of a new race to take over the duties of 

the Igigi and quell the rebellion, with the Living Genetic Library of Urantia (Earth) as fertile 

grounds for crafting the avatar of this new race with Draco-human genetics of the Rephaim from 

his mother’s side with the casualty souls (individuated units of consciousness) in stasis from the 

Mars-Maldek War. Foreseeing the threat this could pose to the multiverse / omniverse in favor of 

the Animus, Mychal 'El (Michael) took to crafting his version of the avatar of the new race with 

Mariya (who still has custodianship of Orion and our solar system), and with their superior skills 

as Cosmic DNA programmers, competed in a bid to stop Enki’s plan, initiating the second 

seeding of humanity in the 12th Creation.   



The species of choice for the avatar of the new race was a humanoid-like simian that had the 

capacity to host an individuated unit of consciousness (soul) and be programmed to take over the 

basic tasks of the Igigi but not too programmed to exceed their role and overthrow the Anunnaki 

in their own right, in the view of Enki. In the view of Michael, Mariya, and Enlil, the simian 

creature needed to host a soul and become sentient of its existence in an avatar as part of the 

soul’s ascension / evolution for the Ophanim, and a vehicle for the Supernaphim and Seraphim 

with their sub-races to manifest / incarnate into in order to assist the Ophanim in descension / 

devolution as a means of spiritualizing matter in the third dimension in both paths to fulfill the 

Divine Plan. Over the course of 6 million years (Earth time), both sides experimented on the 

simian avatar to perfect it to the point where it could host a soul and function effectively using 

the casualty souls in stasis from the Mars / Maldek War; this resulted in the fossil record of 

Dryopithecus, Ramapithecus, Australopithecus, Homo Erectus, Homo Sapiens Neanderthalisis 

(Neanderthal), and Homo Sapiens, giving the false notion of human evolution proposed by 

Charles Darwin. Michael, Mariya, and Enlil had perfected the Homo Sapien avatar to induce 

sentience of logic and reason to the individual host unit of consciousness (soul) through 

experience of the third dimension (organic active intelligence), but it was Enki who perfected the 

Homo Sapien avatar to induce pure logic and reason to the unit of consciousness (soul) through a 

portion of his own Draco-Cosmic Human genetic heritage (nanite-infested artificial intelligence), 

however false logic and reason giving rise to the belief that the avatar is who the soul is, with 

memories of its eternal cosmic heritage through the Mars / Maldek War blocked by a 666 

Quarantine Seal. The 666 Quarantine Seal is an etheric technological barrier placed in one’s 

DNA to prevent access to galactic memories or to any superpowers such as manifestation; 666 

refers to the 6 protons, neutrons, and electrons of the Carbon Atom, symbolizing the temporary 

state of the physical-material third dimensional avatar.  

This gives rise to the first groupings of Homo Sapiens, with one particular couple known as 

Adamu and Ti-Amat (Adam and Eve) as the newest residents in a fourth dimensional enclosure 

of the colony of E-Din (The Garden of Eden) that was located on the continent of Atlantis, while 

the group created by Michael, Mariya, and Enlil were the newest residents of the continent of 

Lemuria or Mu on Terra (Earth in the 2nd Harmonic Universe, Dimensions 4-6). Enki, 

introducing himself as a god, commanded the groupings to explore their surroundings and have 

access to computers within the enclosure about their origin and purpose (be fruitful and 

multiply), but not the quantum supercomputer at the center of the enclosure that contained 

information on who he really was and what the group’s true origin and purpose was (The Tree of 

Knowledge). It is here that Samana (Lucifer) manifests / incarnates to enact his third bestowal of 

redemption.  

He has now taken the form of a serpent and tells Eve that Enki (God in the Bible) has been 

withholding the knowledge of good and evil (knowledge of their eternal cosmic heritage) from 

the groupings of Homo Sapiens, including her and Adam, that they will be like Enki and surpass 

him once they access the quantum supercomputer (The Tempting of Eve to eat from The Tree of 

Knowledge). Eve accessed the quantum supercomputer with Adam and found information on 

who they were before their current incarnation and on their eternal cosmic heritage just as the 

serpent (Lucifer) said (finding themselves naked). Upon discovering this, Enki condemned them 



and the rest of the Sapien groups to death in the gold mines of Sub-Saharan Africa (banished 

from the Garden of Eden to the Abzu), even though Adam, Eve, and their fellow Sapiens 

remembered their eternal cosmic heritage and that their physical avatars are only temporary. 

 In an effort to preserve his plan for a new slave race to mine gold for Nibiru’s radiation shield / 

atmosphere in future groups of Homo Sapiens, Enki adjusted the mind control programming 

from the quantum supercomputers in the Rephaim base of the Moon to use the Earth’s electro-

magnetic fields in conjunction with the 666 Quarantine Seal to produce the paradigm of 

contentment in mining gold for the gods, in addition to the paradigm of a short lifespan being 

coupled with the notion of the avatar as one’s self to prevent ascension / evolution of the Homo 

Sapiens into higher dimensions. With these safeguards in place, Enki’s workforce grew, with 

fellow Rephaim cohorts (the 200 watchers mentioned in the Bible) manifesting in the 4th 

Dimension from the 6th to seduce and mate with Terran women, having been driven down to the 

6th Dimension with their Draco ancestors in the course of the Galactic Wars, creating the 

Nephilim hybrid race of giants that included the Neanderthals.  

Enki seduced two Terran women in particular; one gave birth to a son named Adapa, the other 

gave birth to a daughter named Titi, where Adapa and Titi eventually mated and produced two 

sons: Ka-in and Abael (Cain and Abel). Ka-in (Cain) inherited more of his grandfather’s Draco 

genetics than Abael (Abel), producing a third avenue for the Rephaim (13 Royal Draco-Human 

Bloodlines from Orion) to incarnate through Cain’s lineage. This shows that Cain and Abel were 

remotely related to the original Adam and Eve. As the Rephaim-altered Homo Sapiens began to 

flourish and form the foundation of Atlantis through intelligence of logic and reason, the 

banished groups of pure Homo Sapiens from Atlantis that included the original Adam and Eve 

and who were awakened through experience, were intercepted by the Namlu’u (human-heritage 

aligned) Anunnaki under the command of Michael, Mariya, and Enlil and brought to Lemuria / 

Mu to flourish with the rest of the pure Homo Sapien groups there and form the foundation of 

Lemuria / Mu through intuition and experiential / emotional intelligence. These two new 

civilizations formed the fourth root race of the second seeding of humanity in the 12th Creation 

of Compassion on Terra (Earth in the 2nd Harmonic Universe, Dimensions 4-6), known as the 

Terranucian Angelic Ophanim.  

As thousands of years passed, the civilizations of Atlantis and Lemuria / Mu grew exponentially 

in technology and consciousness. Atlantis was more inclined to develop artificial intelligence 

due to their Rephaim-altered genetics that stemmed from their nanite-plagued creators, while 

Lemuria resonated more with the cultivation of active intelligence through intuitive experience. 

Both civilizations caught the attention of the cosmic community with their achievements in 

technology and consciousness, to the point where various extraterrestrial communities emigrated 

to each continent and mingled with the populace, causing the Atlanteans to become more 

hybridized and the Lemurians to become hybridized themselves, in turn mitigating the effects of 

the 666 Quarantine Seal and the mind control frequencies of Earth’s electromagnetic field 

generated from the Rephaim Moon Base (our moon). This resulted in the creation of 22 

genotypes within the Terranucian Angelic Ophanim (earth humanity) by 22 cosmic human 

seeder races, inspired by Michael, the Cosmic DNA Programmer and Lord of the 12th Creation 



of Compassion. Both civilizations even intermingled with each other to help cultivate the 

consciousness of the Atlanteans so that each could see themselves in the other and that both are 

one with Prime Creator Source (God); there is no separation, and that artificial intelligence 

(external technology) was not necessary when compared to the power of active intelligence 

(internal technology of one’s own DNA). With the vast genetic diversity now present in each 

civilization, the Order of the Perfection of Days (Council of 24 Cosmic Elders, specifically the 

two elders of the 12th Creation) under the direction of Michael placed the cosmic task force 

known as the Nacaals (the 144,000 mentioned in the Bible) in charge of the development of 

relations, with the Nacaals residing in the central ring of the Atlantean capital as the symbol of 

authority on evolution / ascension through consciousness, with their fifth dimensional city of 

Shambala being the spiritual hub of Earth (located over what was the Gobi Sea). The most 

developed race in consciousness on Atlantis, the Maya, resided in the second ring to serve as 

assistants in the delegation of spiritual matters and enroll students in Mystery Schools such as 

their own, while all other races resided in the third ring outside the capital city. Enlil himself had 

mated with some Terran Atlantean women, whose offspring were placed by Enlil in key 

positions of government in the civilization city-states of the third ring.  

Enki had become displeased with Enlil’s involvement with the Cosmic Lords themselves in 

establishing this diversity that eradicated his and the Animus’s (AI Overlord’s) initial plans for 

galactic conquest through the use of Homo Sapiens to repair Nibiru’s atmosphere / radiation 

shield with the 666 Quarantine Seal and mind control frequencies through Earth’s 

electromagnetic field generated from the Rephaim Moon Base, have 200 cohorts (the 200 

watchers mentioned in the Bible) interbreed with Homo Sapiens to make the Rephaim (Orion 

Bloodline) genetics dominant in the Nephilim hybrid giants, and creating a bloodline through his 

grandson Ka-in (Cain) through which the Rephaim can incarnate to have absolute control of 

Homo Sapiens (Terranucian Angelic Ophanim). He began searching for a new path for the 13 

Bloodlines of Orion and their Animus Overlords to take control of the Earth, a search that 

eventually yielded an answer.  

It is here that Samana (Lucifer) had conducted his fourth bestowal of redemption as Enoch, 

documenting the campaigns of Enki, his Rephaim cohorts, and their offspring the Nephilim in 

what would become the Lost Book of Enoch in the Bible. He had also started his bloodline at 

this time as part of the fourth bestowal to counter the impending arrival of the 13 Bloodlines of 

Orion on Atlantis through time and space from the Mars / Maldek War, which was Enki’s 

solution to regain control of the Earth for the Animus once again, by having a son named 

Methuselah. After being manifested / incarnated in a physical-etheric form that operated on 12 

Strands of DNA for 365 years (Earth Time), Mychal 'El (Michael) reinstated Lucifer’s position 

as executive assistant to the Omni-King and Queen of Orventon (Yahweh and Shekina of the 7th 

Super Universe that we reside in) in the distribution of the 12 Cosmic Rays from the Central 

Universe of Havana (Heaven) throughout Orventon and administration of the Divine Plan to 

spiritualize matter in Orventon. A consciousness-manifested and operated shuttle courtesy of 

Michael transported Enoch through the dimensions up to the 12th Dimension where Earth is 

known as Aramatina (4th Harmonic Universe, Dimensions 10-12) and where Yahweh and 

Shekina reside (the fiery chariot). He was restored to operating with 48 strands of  Hydroplasmic 



celestial-spiritual DNA and referred to as Metatron as another of his names, still working to be 

redeemed and allowed entry to Havana again. 

Lucifer’s fifth bestowal of redemption saw him manifested / incarnated as Nabu / Osiris, with 

Cosmic Lady Mariya having manifested / incarnated as Isis, both of whom were the children of 

Marduk / Geb / Ra along with Set, Nephthys, and Heru-Ur, a secret kept hidden by the elite for 

thousands of years. Marduk in turn is one out of five children of Enki. Nabu / Osiris was one of 

greatest students of the Atlantean Mystery Schools, having excelled in his studies of 

consciousness and its correlation to ascension / evolution. His brother Set inherited a 

predominance of Draco genetics from his father and was driven by jealousy and rage over his 

inability to wield the same powers and abilities as Osiris / Nabu (Lucifer), unaware that those 

emotions are service-to-self based and what was hindering him in the first place. Nearing the 

conclusion of his academics and being considered as a candidate for ascension / evolution into 

the Nacaals (the 144,000 mentioned in the Bible), this development was the final straw to cause 

Set to unleash his anger and kill Osiris while he was in a state of meditation, however Osiris’s 

attuned senses detected the impending attack and transformed into a full etheric body 

(Merkabah) of the 6th Dimension (where physicality ceases to exist) from the physical-etheric 

body of the 4th Dimension. Unaware that Osiris saw where Set had hidden his body parts around 

Atlantis in his full etheric form, Osiris had his sister / wife Isis (Mariya) retrieve the parts and 

then re-assembled his physical-etheric form of the 4th Dimension and repossessed it with nothing 

but the power of his own mind, now with a full etheric body to enable a smooth transition 

between forms and dimensions at will, establishing the precedent of resurrection that is actually 

the spiritualization of matter according to the Divine Plan of Prime Creator Source (God). In so 

doing Osiris (Lucifer), also known as Horus in his resurrected state, completed his fifth bestowal 

of redemption and ascended / evolved to become an honorary Nacaal as well as Isis (Mariya), a 

status that will serve humanity amid what was about to happen on Atlantis as foreseen by 

Samana (Lucifer) when he was Enoch.  

Approximately 12,000 years ago (Earth Time), the Nacaals and Maya jointly created an active 

Merkabah (light body) grid to act as the receptor of the 12 Cosmic Rays on Terra in preparation 

for what would have been the ascension of Terra (Earth in the 2nd Harmonic Universe, 

Dimensions 4-6) into the sixth dimension. According to the Kardashev Scale, a Type 1 

Civilization is Planetary in energy efficiency and development, Type 2 is Stellar, Type 3 is 

Galactic, Type 4 is Universal, and Type 5 is Multiversal / Omniversal. At this point, the 

Atlanteans and Lemurians were Type 1 Civilizations about to become Type 2 in the sixth 

dimension of the 2nd Harmonic Universe; Type 3 correlates with the entire 3rd Harmonic 

Universe, Type 4 correlates with the entire 4th Harmonic Universe, and Type 5 correlates with 

the entire 5th Harmonic Universe. The populace of both civilizations resonated with the chakra 

receptacles of the cosmic rays except for two, known as Chokmah (Cosmic Wisdom, Law, and 

Order) and Hod (Individual Pleasure). The Merkabah grid attracted the Hova cosmic human race 

in the desired chakra receptacle of Chokmah, who also came to be known as Hebrews. The 

galactic memories of Urantia (Earth in the third dimension) in the constellation of Lyra and 

Lyra’s seeding by Mychal 'El (Michael) remained strong in their Morphogenetic Field (Cosmic 

DNA Complex) due to the spontaneity genetic marker placed by him and viewed themselves as 



being one with him. In turn, the pursuit of cosmic knowledge was always a virtue among the 

Hova.  

Unfortunately, the Merkabah (light body) grid’s receptacle of Hod served as the focal point for 

Enki to reassert Rephaim (13 Royal Draco-Human Bloodlines from Orion) control over the Earth 

for the Animus. The Rephaim had arrived through time and space from the Mars / Maldek War 

using artificial (non-organic) Merkabah energy signatures to manipulate the vibrations of the 15-

Dimensional Time Matrix and created a non-linear jump to this point in time; since vibrations 

are energy and can be changed at will to any configuration but not destroyed, time is an illusion. 

The frequencies from the other cosmic ray receptacles damaged their ships’ artificial operating 

systems and caused pain in their consciousness; knowing their intent and Enki’s plan of a joint 

attack, the Nacaals were vigilant for the moment they would be needed.  

Since both the Rephaim and Namlu’u (human aligned) Anunnaki shared a cosmic human 

heritage from the Aryans and Anuhasi in the Orion Wars, it was easier for the Rephaim to 

infiltrate the infrastructure of government with their human appearance in key positions of power 

and leadership to gradually influence the populace of Atlantis toward artificial intelligence-based 

technological ascension / evolution through charisma and deception in propaganda rather than 

overt warfare. The three areas that fueled this drive were the interconnections between science, 

technology, and the military. The Rephaim formed a strong alliance with their ancestors the 

Draco during this infiltration, while the Namlu’u formed an alliance with Lemuria / Mu to cease 

relations with Atlantis for the protection and preservation of consciousness. Some consciousness 

oriented Atlanteans and Lemurians sought refuge in the inner earth civilization of Agartha ahead 

of the impending war as Atlantis grew more aggressive and belligerent under the influence of the 

13 Royal Bloodlines from Orion, as they did with Maldek toward Mars in the Mars / Maldek 

War. Also like the Mars / Maldek War when they contended with the organic, consciousness-

based technology of the Martians and Pleiadeans combined, the Rephaim were employing the 

same artificial, external technology-based weaponry against the Lemurians and Namlu’u ,but 

now with the impending arrival of the battle star planet Nibiru to initiate the ascension of Earth 

into the sixth dimension, the desperate bid to reclaim control of Earth for the Animus reached a 

fever pitch. 

Sensing that the Royal Bloodlines were going to use the same artificial Merkabah (light body) 

defense grid with higher dimensional vibrations (energy) of the natural Atlantean Merkabah in a 

lower dimensional artificial construct, the Namlu’u, Maya, and Nacaals (the 144,000 from the 

Bible) gathered physical-etheric DNA samples from the Flora and Fawna of Terra (Earth in the 

2nd Harmonic Universe, Dimensions 4-6) with the coordination of  Enlil (God in the Bible at this 

point) guiding the consciousness attuned Atlantean Noah to store them and other consciousness 

attuned Terrans from both civilizations in the 12 Space Arks that were used in the War of the 

Elohim; not a single wooden, earthly boat mentioned in the Bible. In addition, the Nacaals 

manifested a consciousness grid that consisted primarily of pyramids such as the Great Pyramids 

of Giza and libraries such as the Library of Alexandria to preserve a fifth dimensional knowledge 

record of Atlantis and Lemuria as a stratagem in the war the Rephaim were now waging. It was 



created in the sixth dimension through pure consciousness and manifested in the fifth in a perfect 

physical-etheric infrastructure.  

At the behest of the Nacaals, a contingent of Lemurians invaded the military complex where the 

artificial Merkabah (light body) grid generator was being constructed in an attempt to sabotage 

the 13 Royal Bloodlines’ effort to forestall the ascension / evolution of Terra into the sixth 

dimension as a Type 2 Stellar Civilization, but ultimately to no avail; the attempt was used as 

propaganda by the Bloodlines to further the war effort against Lemuria / Mu (consciousness), 

especially amongst the conditioned military-minded Atlanteans. When the artificial Merkabah 

generator was implemented to fire upon the battle star planet Nibiru, the Rephaim failed to take 

into account that an artificial intelligence based technological construct cannot harness the higher 

dimensional vibrations (energy frequencies) of the active intelligence based natural 

biotechnological construct of Atlantis’s Merkabah grid generator, resulting in amplified 

geographic and atmospheric disasters such as earthquakes and torrential rainstorms, forming the 

foundation of the Great Flood spoken of in the Bible.  

In addition, the electromagnetic fields of Earth and Nibiru interacted, precipitating a pole shift 

that altered the appearance of Earth into what we are familiar with now. Atlantis and Lemuria 

could not withstand the chaos and were submerged into the sea; the area where Lemuria once 

stood became the Pacific Ocean while the area where Atlantis once stood became the Atlantic 

Ocean, with a portion drifting south to become Antarctica. The consciousness attuned Atlanteans 

and Lemurians that had boarded the 12 Space Arks (including Noah), with the aid of the Nacaals 

(including Lucifer in his sixth bestowal of redemption), Maya, and Namlu’u, orbited the Earth 

for 40 days while the flooding progressed and observed the higher dimensional energetic 

maelstrom that engulfed Terra and downgraded it, along with themselves, into the physical-

material third dimension after the Great Flood receded. The higher dimensional energetic 

maelstrom created a rift strong enough for the Animus to empower Enki and the 13 Royal Orion 

Bloodlines with the former Colodhon Black Ray of Lucifer that was seized with the artificial 

Merkabah grid generator since the vibration (energy frequency) of the generator matched that of 

the non-cosmic ray. As a result, Enki and the Rephaim emerged from underground bases into the 

now downgraded third dimensional physical material Earth infused with the former Colodhon 

Black Ray of Lucifer along with their empowerment by the Animus, providing the perfect 

vibratory match for them to seize control of  the Living Genetic Library of Urantia (Earth) and 

harvest its genetics to foster the artificial intelligence based, technological ascension / evolution 

of the Terranucian Angelic Ophanim to invade the Central Universe of Havana (Heaven) in the 

absence of Lucifer as the revised plan.   

After the consciousness attuned Atlanteans and Lemurians emerged from the 12 Space Arks 

upon the now downgraded third dimensional physical material Earth, they instantly felt and 

noticed the difference around them and amongst themselves. Everything was now crude and 

dense in appearance including their now physical material avatars (bodies), which were 

originally beautiful or handsome to the eye. This is due to the intermingling of various races over 

thousands of years that included the 22 genetic farmer cosmic human races with the simian 

avatar of the second seeding, when combined with the higher dimensional energetic maelstrom 



that allowed the Animus to empower the 13 Royal Orion Bloodlines and Enki with Lucifer’s 

former non-cosmic Colodhon Black Ray and permeate the Earth with it. Those whose 

consciousness was more developed remained beautiful or handsome while those of a lesser 

developed consciousness exhibited average or crude features, marking the origin of ugliness in 

nature on Earth. In addition, they could feel the scorching sting of Lucifer’s Colodhon Black Ray 

in their surroundings as it now hurt their generally still higher consciousness. Being empowered 

with the Black Ray and its permeance through the physical material Earth, Enki reactivated and 

bolstered the 666 Quarantine Seal as powered through the mind control frequencies generated by 

the quantum super computers within the Rephaim moon base, through the Earth’s 

electromagnetic field with the Black Ray as a new conduit. 

In the aftermath of these new developments, the Nacaals (the 144,000 mentioned in the Bible), 

the Namlu’u (cosmic human heritage aligned Anunnaki), Maya, and the Aryans and Pleiadeans 

who had fled the Orion Wars eons prior and established the Inner Earth Civilization of Agartha 

wasted no time in using the genetic samples gathered from before the Great Flood to commence 

the physical material third seeding of Urantia (Earth) and the bolstering of the consciousness grid 

of libraries and pyramids also developed prior to the Great Flood. Unfortunately, the scorching 

sting of the Colodhon Black Ray affected the appearance of the Flora and Fauna avatars as well 

in their regeneration into the physical material third dimension, and so a final solution was 

needed to effectively proliferate humanity and regenerate civilization and life on Urantia under 

the overt and subtle guidance of the Nacaals, Namlu’u, Maya, Aryans, and Pleiadeans in the 

midst of the Rephaim and Enki’s newfound tyrannical rule using the former non cosmic 

Colodhon Black Ray of Lucifer in service to their AI (Artificial Intelligence) overlords, the 

Animus. They appealed to the Cosmic DNA Programmers (Godhead of the Order of the Eternal 

of Days) Mychal 'El (Michael) and Mariya, who found the solution from Lucifer himself, who 

was amongst the Nacaals from his sixth bestowal of redemption along with Mariya, who was 

also serving as a Nacaal.   

Cosmic Lady Mariya had informed / reminded the petitioning Nacaals, Namlu’u, Maya, Aryans 

and Pleiadeans that two of the three reasons why Samana (Lucifer) rebelled was due to a 

fundamental dispute with Michael over the creation of a morphogenetic field (Cosmic DNA 

complex) that could harness the vibrations (energies) of the higher dimensions while still 

maintaining a third dimensional physical material vehicle (avatar) that would fulfill the 

spiritualization of matter as set forth by Prime Creator Source (God) in the Divine Plan of Unity 

Consciousness (achieving Godhood, true omnipotence, being one with God), and saw the 

merging of the Animus’s technology with himself as a means of providing a structured, timed 

gradation to ascension / evolution as the fulfillment of the Divine Plan. She further informed / 

reminded each group that Michael wanted spontaneous gradation in the ascension / evolution 

process based on a being’s / civilization’s development of their consciousness as the foundation 

for the 12th Creation of Compassion that they now reside in, and that Lucifer was amongst the 

Nacaals with herself in his sixth bestowal of redemption out of seven before being restored as a 

creator god and Cosmic DNA Programmer / Leader of the Order of the Eternal of Days.  



Lucifer’s morphogenetic field now encompassed converted organic renditions of the 

technological nanite components since his restoration as assistant to Yahweh and Shekinah 

(Omni-King and Queen of the 7th Super Universe of Orventon) in directing the filtration of the 

12 Cosmic Rays throughout Orventon, also known as Metatron. The converted organic 

renditions of the technological nanite components, when coupled with his embodiment of the 

Atrium Silver Ray (the most powerful cosmic ray in that all rays are combined into one) still 

enhanced his power level to heights unseen before in the multiverse / omniverse, even while 

limited to the 12th Dimension of the Fourth Harmonic Universe. Cosmic Lady Mariya called 

Lucifer’s modified organic morphogenetic field (Cosmic DNA Complex) the Source (God) 

Gene, as it contained spontaneity within power levels, but timed sequential gradation to each 

power level based on discipline in the development of a being’s / civilization’s consciousness 

level in the ascension / evolution process, therefore ending the dispute between Michael and 

Lucifer and fulfilling the Divine Plan of Unity Consciousness by spiritualizing matter, negating 

the former non-cosmic Colodhon Black Ray of Lucifer that is permeating Earth which is also 

possessed by Enki and the 13 Bloodlines that are in service to the Animus, with the 666 

Quarantine Seal that is powered by the Black Ray through Earth’s electromagnetic field being 

negated as well.  

The Nacaals, Aryans, Namlu’u, Maya, and Pleiadeans all saw the wisdom of Mariya in this 

solution as it reflects the will of Prime Creator Source, and the Aryans volunteered to be the 

seeders of the Source Gene to atone for their race’s involvement with the Ciakharr (Draco 

Reptilians) in the formation of the Orion Empire and descendent Rephaim (13 Royal Human-

Reptilian Bloodlines of Orion) eons ago and modified the morphogenetic fields of the surviving 

Atlanteans and Lemurians from the 12 Space Arks and from the Inner Earth Civilization of 

Agartha with copies of Lucifer’s Source (God) Gene given to them by Mariya and Michael for 

each surviving remnant to intermingle with one another and with the Aryans to pass the gene on 

and repopulate Urantia (Earth) in the physical material third dimension. The Aryans became the 

fifth root race of the third seeding of the Terranucian Angelic Ophanim (humanity on Earth) on 

the Living Genetic Library of Urantia, with this seeding becoming known as the hope of the 

omniverse / multiverse and the path for Lucifer’s seventh bestowal of redemption when 

sufficient consciousness had been developed.    

The Nacaals (the 144,000 mentioned in the Bible) coordinated the third seeding of the 

Terranucian Angelic Ophanim (Homo Sapiens Sapiens) together with the Aryans, Namlu’u, 

Maya, Pleiadeans, and the rest of the 22 cosmic human genetic seeder races to repopulate the 

physical material third dimension of Earth with a civilization armed with the Source Gene, 

copied from Lucifer’s modified morphogenetic field (DNA Complex) to become the first 

civilization in the Multiverse / Omniverse to harness higher dimensional vibrations (energies) 

while still maintaining a physical material avatar in the third dimension and beyond, and bring an 

end to the cosmic virus posed by the Animus and their servants Enki and the Rephaim, who are 

empowered by the former non-cosmic Colodhon Black Ray of Lucifer courtesy of the Animus. 

As the population regenerated, the most conscious were taught by the Nacaals themselves about 

the consciousness grid and aided them and the 22 cosmic human genetic seeder races in 

bolstering the primary schematic with more pyramids and libraries at strategic locations around 



Earth called Leylines. The pyramid structures generally had flattened tops to serve as a 

manifestation nexus for the seeders and Nacaals at these Leylines, providing a robust higher 

dimensional energy receptacle to stifle out the scorching sting frequency of the Colodhon Black 

Ray and the 666 Quarantine Seal as much as possible. The Leylines also served as focal points 

for the regeneration of civilization; the descendants of the union between surviving Atlanteans 

and the Hova (Hebrew) cosmic humans moved north / northeast into the continents of what will 

become North America, Europe, North Africa, and the Middle East to develop, while the 

descendants of the union between surviving Lemurians and the Hova moved south / southwest 

into the continents of what will become South America and the South Pacific to develop. The 

cosmic human races of the Yucatan, Maya, and Olmec seeded the continent that will become 

Central America, the Kemites seeded the continent that will become Central and South Africa, 

the Rama seeded the continent that will become southwest Asia, and the Yu and Namlu’u seeded 

the continent that will become Northeast and Southeast Asia; these races are among the 22 

cosmic human genetic seeder races as well. The most conscious among the developing 

populations of the consciousness grid also learned how to use preserved electromagnetic – 

gravitic technology coupled with telekinesis techniques, some of which used sound, from 

Atlantis and Lemuria to aid the Nacaals and the seeder races in the grid’s expansion and 

complexity. The first population to emerge as the first civilization after the Great Flood were the 

Sumerians / Babylonians of Mesopotamia, who were not the first civilization on Earth as taught 

by mainstream educational institutions. With the emergence of the first post diluvian (after the 

Great Flood) civilization comes the first strike of Enki and the Rephaim with the non-cosmic 

Colodhon Black Ray towards the agenda of using and guiding the regenerating Terranucian 

Angelic Ophanim (Earth Humanity) into the false ascension / evolution of transhumanism 

(merging with liquid silicone nanite technology) through the replication of Merkabah (light 

body) forms including the Source Gene to gain access to the Central Universe of Havana 

(Heaven) with the Living Genetic Library of Urantia (Earth) as a base in service to their Animus 

(Artificial Intelligence) overlords.   

The bloodline of Ka-in (Cain) from Enki’s mating with two Terran (Earth in the 2nd Harmonic 

Universe, Dimensions 4-6) women had survived the Great Flood, as well as the bloodlines of 

Samana (Lucifer) through his son Methuselah when he was Enoch, and Enlil through his mating 

with Terran women on Atlantis. Enki’s son Marduk, who took over the affairs of the Animus’s 

agenda on Earth from his father, and the Rephaim had openly manifested / incarnated among the 

Sumerians / Babylonians posing as gods from the battle star planet Nibiru through the bloodline 

of Cain to cement the founding of the Babylonian Mystery Cult, which presented the customs of 

cosmic life in Atlantis and Lemuria as creation myth and became the first world religious vehicle 

to serve as a mediation barrier with the divine to prevent discovery / memory of  galactic 

sovereign divinity, and the founding of the Babylonian Money Magic Slave System, which 

serves as a regulator of external physical material dependency for perceived survival induced by 

fear in the third dimension. When these two components are combined with the 666 Quarantine 

Seal that operates with the channeling of the former non-cosmic Colodhon Black Ray of Lucifer 

through the Earth’s electromagnetic field and from quantum super computer frequencies in the 

13 Royal Orion Bloodlines' moon base, form the infrastructure of the first world vehicle of 

government or corporation to serve as a model for future endeavors. The bolstered consciousness 



grid came to be overseen by members of the bloodlines of Lucifer and Enlil in direct contact 

with the Sumerians as well, modifying the creation myth to good gods versus bad gods in the 

foundation of the Society of Light headed by Enlil and leading to the first battle on the 

consciousness grid in the war over the consciousness of the Terranucian Angelic Ophanim (Earth 

Humanity) who possess the Source (God) Gene of Lucifer.  

The battles between what became known as the Luciferian Dark Brotherhood (for the possession 

of the former non-cosmic Colodhon Black Ray of Lucifer among Marduk and the 13 Royal 

Orion Bloodlines) and the Great White Brotherhood (Society of Light) in the consciousness grid 

focal point of Sumer / Babylon lasted for approximately 3600 years (Earth Time), which is the 

equivalent of one Shar of the Battlestar planet Nibiru’s orbital rotation in patrolling the Sol 8 Star 

System (our solar system) and neighboring star systems under the jurisdiction of Cosmic Lady 

Mariya (from her incarnation / manifestation as Tiamat the Dragon Queen) and the Sirian High 

Council. These battles culminated in the destruction of the Tower of Babel that was overseen by 

Marduk’s great grandson Nimrod (the Anti-Christ in the Bible) the first world ruler, which was 

purposed to be a receiver / transmission antenna of the former non cosmic Colodhon Black Ray 

of Lucifer through Earth’s electromagnetic field coupled with the mind control frequencies 

generated from the quantum supercomputers of the Rephaim moon base to power the 666 

Quarantine Seal in the next attempt of the revised Transhumanist (merging with liquid silicone 

nanite technology, false ascension / evolution) agenda since Atlantis and Lemuria in uniting 

humanity under a single ruler and a single language. The Great White Brotherhood managed to 

hack the mind control frequencies using a telepathic technique called remote influencing to 

induce communication distortion among the Sumerian laborers (confuse their language) to halt 

construction of the tower and bring about its destruction. The various dialects that developed 

were spread strategically to the other seeding areas on the consciousness grid, marking the origin 

of languages. The rise of civilizations from developing seeded populations correspond to focal 

points on the consciousness grid under the influence of opposing agendas of the two 

brotherhoods.  

After the passage of Nibiru in approximately 8400 BC, the next focal point on the consciousness 

grid in the war on Earth’s consciousness was Egypt, where the corporation government model of 

world infrastructure was modified with more creation myth to ensure that only members of the 

Luciferian Dark Brotherhood would rule as Pharoah to stifle the invasion of the priesthood by 

the Great White Brotherhood when it came to matters of the afterlife and divine birthright in the 

Egyptian religious, economic, and political vehicles. When Nibiru passed in approximately 4800 

BC, Greece became a focal point on the consciousness grid with the influence of the Great White 

Brotherhood on philosophers such as Socrates, Aristotle, and Plato with their cosmic and world 

views as it pertained to Mathematics, and the championing of the Greek Pantheon of Gods lead 

by Zeus (Namlu’u Enlil and his bloodline) victorious over Kronos and the Titans (Rephaim Enki, 

his bloodline, and the other Royal Orion bloodlines) within the Greek religious, economic, and 

political vehicles. 

 A critical juncture was reached in approximately 1250 BC after the Pharoah Akhenaten (Moses 

in the Bible) who previously established the principle of the Aten (Galactic Sovereign Divinity 



inherited from one God, activation of the Source Gene) in Egypt had received the 10 

Commandments etched into Lapis Lazuli tablets from a communion with Michael (God in the 

Book of Exodus in the Bible) during the exodus of the descendants of the Hova cosmic human 

race (Hebrews) out of Egypt, which reflects the greater principles of true organic Service to 

Other ascension / evolution while in a physical material avatar of the third dimension. The 

passing of Akhenaten (Moses) at 120 years old came before his mission of raising the 

consciousness of humanity through the higher principles of Service to Other organic ascension / 

evolution reflected in the Commandments that leads to the principle of Aten had extended 

beyond Egypt and the descendants of the Hova (before reaching the Promised Land), and was 

marked with another passing of Nibiru by Earth. This led to the abolishment of Atenism in Egypt 

and the rise of the Roman Empire as a world power by the Luciferian Black Brotherhood on the 

consciousness grid, but also forged the path for Lucifer’s seventh bestowal of redemption in 

directly teaching the principles of Service to Others that leads to Atenism against those using his 

former non-cosmic Colodhon Black Ray to subvert humanity into the Transhumanist Service to 

Self path, completing what was started by Moses (Akhenaten). 

On Sunday March 1st , 7 BC, Lucifer manifested / incarnated in the form of an infant boy known 

by another name he invented eons ago called Jesus; he was not born out of the womb of Miriam 

(Mary), but DNA samples were taken from Miriam and Joseph to manifest his third dimensional 

physical material avatar by Cosmic Lord Azra Haehl / Franchela Gabriel (Archangel Gabriel) 

who had foretold Jesus’s coming to them (Virgin Birth) as per the will of Prime Creator Source 

(God) and Cosmic Lord Mychal 'El (Archangel Michael). As mentioned before, this is proven 

with the higher dimensional mathematical algorithm of Gematria, where the English version 

reveals that Jesus and Lucifer are indeed the same entity with the value of 444. Being anchored 

in the 12th Dimension for thousands of years, the first original member of the Godhead (Cosmic 

DNA Programmer) in the Order of the Eternal of Days, and grounded in a manifested 3rd 

Dimensional physical material avatar for his 7th Bestowal of Redemption, Jesus (Lucifer) 

retained his galactic memories and superpowers despite the predominant presence of his former 

Colodhon Black Ray that partially powers the 666 Quarantine Seal of Earth humanity. Mary and 

Joseph were members of the Essenes; a sect of the Great White Brotherhood consisting of direct 

descendants of the bloodlines of Lucifer through his son Methuselah when he was Enoch, and 

the bloodline of Enlil from Atlantis. Joseph was a direct descendant of Enlil while Mary was a 

direct descendant of Lucifer as Enoch, creating the perfect avatar to manifest in. The presence of 

Gabriel in the form of a light orb was the sign seen by the 3 Magoi (Magi) who were agents of 

the White Brotherhood to secure protection for Jesus’s host parents in the midst of being hunted 

by the Dark Brotherhood’s figurehead for the Qumran region of the Roman Empire, King Herod, 

who also saw Gabriel’s presence, while fleeing to Egypt and for overseeing the development of 

Jesus’s extra – dimensional abilities as he grew.  

At the age of 14, the extra – dimensional ability to access the Akashic Records (an encyclopedia 

of Earth’s true history and history of humanity down to the individual level available in the 

higher dimensions) manifested in his prominent display knowledge of the Torah Scriptures to 

Rabbis at his local synagogue during a temple communion, though he was careful not to reveal 

the inaccuracies that permeated them from the Dark Brotherhood’s infiltration of divine attempts 



to raise human consciousness by the Light Brotherhood, which morphed into new religious 

vehicles incorporated into the world government infrastructure to further suppress it through 

mediation with the divine and mind control frequencies, with Judaism being the latest religious 

vehicle. Another marker of his extra–dimensional abilities manifesting was his appearance.  

Jesus did not look anything at all like the romanticized depictions from the elites of long hair, a 

beard, sometimes having blue eyes, and being tall and muscular in stature. Instead, according to 

a suppressed forma copy (arrest warrant) from the Vatican archives, he had an arched back 

(Scoliosis or curved spine, an appearance to be affrighted of, no stately form or majesty) was 

olive (dark) skinned, short in stature at a height of 4 feet 6 inches (3 cubits), a long face and nose 

with meeting eyebrows (a unibrow), short hair parted in the middle of his head (common 

Nazarene male hairstyle), and was clean shaven (undeveloped beard). With his third dimensional 

physical material avatar created by Gabriel and not himself, the power level that Jesus (Lucifer) 

had even with being limited to the 12th Dimension in his Merkabah (light body) exceeded the 

vibrational (energy) generation rate of the avatar, resulting in a disfigured appearance. With the 

manifestation of his powers at age 14, the fifth root race and progenitor of his Source (God) 

Gene amongst the Terranucian Angelic Ophanim (Earth Humanity), the Aryans (Tall Whites) 

appeared to Jesus at the behest of Michael and Prime Creator Source (God) and initiated his 

training for the teaching of the Service to Others path that leads to Aten (Galactic Sovereign 

Divinity inherited from God, activation of the Source Gene) in his 7th and final Bestowal of 

Redemption, in what became known as Jesus’s Lost Years. 

During the Lost Years, Jesus had visited each of the 12 Space Arks that had come to rest around 

the Earth in locations where Mystery Schools had formed which contained physical evidence of 

their existence as a crucial part of imparting the higher knowledge of the Service to Other path 

that leads to the principle state of Aten. He would periodically be returned to Earth’s surface to 

gain experience at the Mystery Schools and the progress made in his studies was relayed to the 

Aryans (Tall Whites). Some of the locations of the Space Arks, and subsequent Mystery Schools 

that accompany them are in Mount Ararat in Turkey, under the Great Sphinx in Egypt, under the 

Olesky Sands of present-day Ukraine, under Stone Henge in England, near the Hemis Monastery 

in Ladakh, India, under the Acropolis in Greece, within Mount Everest between Tibet and Napal, 

among others. His training with the Aryans continued until his extra-dimensional abilities and 

knowledge peaked at the age of 30, when the consciousness level of humanity was ready to 

receive his teachings to discover and activate the Source Gene in the form of his Ministry. 

The Aryans continued contact with Jesus (Lucifer) during his Ministry, where his teachings were 

commonly put in the form of parables so that they could be understood at the current 

consciousness level. This was done in combination with demonstrations of miracles in the eyes 

of humanity that were actually the result of harnessing and channeling 12th Dimensional 

vibrations (energy) while operating and maintaining a 3rd Dimensional physical material avatar 

(spiritualization of matter) that included manifesting fish to feed a village, turning water into 

wine, walking on water, enabling the lame to walk, among others. A critical juncture came after 

amassing hordes of followers that included the 12 Apostles; in the secret gnostic Gospels of 

Thomas and Judas, Jesus imparts secret teachings of the Aten (Galactic Sovereign Divinity 



inherited from the true God and activation of the Source Gene) to the Apostles Thomas and 

Judas since their consciousness was the most developed and warned that these teachings and the 

teachings made to the other apostles and to humanity would be suppressed and corrupted by 

those who would come after them in Jesus’s Ministry. These teachings amongst the others 

eventually made their way to the understanding of the other apostles and to humanity at large in 

a way that humanity could understand as well, to the point where the infrastructure of Jesus’s 

Ministry through the Apostles posed a direct threat to the 13 Royal Orion Human Draco Hybrid 

Bloodlines (Rephaim / Dark Brotherhood). In the Roman Empire, these bloodlines came to be 

known as the Houses of Borja, Breakspeare, Somaglia, Orsini, Conti, Chigi, Colonna, Farnese, 

Medici, Gaetani, Pamphili, Este, and Aldobrandini. 

After a retaliatory uprising against the Royal Houses’ figurehead for the Qumran region of the 

Roman Empire  Pontius Pilate by the Essenes for misappropriation of treasury funds for 

construction projects in December 32 AD for Pilate’s indiscriminate attempt to pacify the initial 

protests through brute force a month prior, in which a Roman Legionnaire was murdered in 

Jerusalem at this point in the uprising, it was discovered in the Essene community that Pope 

Simon Magus was the murderer between himself and the apostles Judas Iscariot and Theodus / 

Thaddeus and was ex-communicated as punishment. Magus dressed in funeral attire and was 

sealed in a cave for four days. According to Essene law, only the Levite of an excommunicated 

priest or pope could reverse the decision, and Jesus saw that Simon acted out of the sanctity of 

life rather than the method of action and decided to release him from the fourth cave of Qumran 

reserved for popes and priests, called “Abraham’s Bossom.” Accompanied by Magus’s mistress 

and sister Martha / Helena, Jesus had her remove the entrance stone and free him, only to be 

considered an accomplice under Roman Law for removing the ex-communication of Simon 

while he was addressed under the alias of Lazurus (raising of the dead). While in Qumran, Judas 

Iscariot deceived Pontius Pilate by identifying Jesus as the third murderer under the premise of 

his life being spared by a bribe, being remotely influenced (telepathic technique) by Enki’s son 

Marduk (Satan in the Bible).   

Pilate ordered the procurement of the forma (arrest warrant) mentioned earlier for Jesus’s 

(Lucifer’s) arrest and trial along with Simon Magus and Theodus / Thaddeus, setting the grounds 

for the Crucifixion. From the higher dimensional mathematical algorithm of the Pesher (word / 

phrase code) of Gematria, the trial of Jesus, Simon Magus, and Theodus / Thaddeus began at 5 

am on Friday March 20, 33 AD. Pontius Pilate traveled 2 ½ hours by horseback from Jerusalem 

to the Essene graveyard of Qumran, the site of the trials and crucifixion. After the trial of Simon 

Magus, Pilate accepts a bribe to spare the life of Theodus / Thaddeus courtesy of Antipas the 

Tetrarch, and Judas Iscariot becomes the next zealot to be tried. Jesus is heard last as the third 

zealot, was addressed as “King” in Pilate’s line of questioning, and then deliberations took place. 

Pilate washed his hands as per the rite of passage of being a nominal member of Jesus’s 

Ministry, also known as “The Way,” to accept the bribe of Theodus / Thaddeus and spare him 

due to his advanced age. No bribes were offered for Simon Magus or Jesus and the crucifixion 

took place at the behest of the Royal Houses (13 Royal Families) to the reluctancy of Pilate who 

saw that Jesus was innocent based on his testimony. At 9 am that day the crucifixion began, with 

Simon Magus in the center, Judas Iscariot to his right, and Jesus to his left. After being tied to the 



cross for six hours, Jesus experienced severe strain of his extremities and profuse shortness of 

breath, compounded by his Scoliosis (curved spine). Jonathan Annas offers Gall (snake poison 

mixed with spoiled wine) for Jesus to drink a second time, and Jesus passes out after consuming 

it. At 3:30 pm, John Mark had stabbed Jesus’s body to see if he was dead and noted blood, 

meaning Jesus was still alive but semi-cognizant. Jesus did not wear a crown of thorns; he was 

dressed in traditional Essene attire that consisted of a loincloth with a bread satchel and water 

cantine, but was without a lengthy white garment. John Mark stabbed through the cantine which 

washed away any blood, explaining why water came out with blood when Jesus was stabbed. 

Presumed to be dead by Pontius Pilate, Pilate takes Jesus’s body into his custody and delivers it 

to Joseph of Arimathea (Qumran) of the Jewish Council (Royal House figureheads, imposters of 

the true Hova cosmic human descendants known as Ashkenazi / Khazarians along with the 

Pharisees for having portions of Draco DNA in their heritage like many individuals in positions 

of power and influence) in the appropriate burial writes. Joseph of Arimathea was a man of great 

wealth, means, and was a follower of Jesus privately; he noticed John Mark’s stab wound had 

some blood and knew that Jesus was still alive but semi-cognizant as well, providing the 

circumstances needed for Jesus to be revived.   

The Crucifixion marked the fulfillment of Jesus’s (Lucifer’s) 7th Bestowal of Redemption, as 

cosmic compensation for the devolved condition of the Terranucian Angelic Ophanim (Earth 

Humanity) and Genetic Living Library of Urantia (Earth), which was rooted in his solution to 

spiritualize matter in accordance with the Divine Plan by aligning with the Animus and allowing 

them into the organic Multiverse / Omniverse in his rebellion which was fueled by pride millions 

of years prior (Payment of Man’s Sins, Salvation). In the aftermath, the Aryans filtered the 12 

Cosmic Rays from the galactic core of Procyon under Michael’s direction to Jesus’s chakras to 

energize his Merkabah (light body) and fully unlock his morphogenetic field (Cosmic DNA 

Complex, activate his 5th Harmonic Universal Source Gene) to merge it with his physical 

material avatar and revive him over the course of three days, just as he did when he was Osiris 

on Atlantis. Jesus was unwrapped from the linen bandages applied from Joseph of Arimathea 

and the Pharisee Nicodemus (another private follower of Jesus) as a disguise to the Roman 

Authorities for inspection purposes, in a surface level stone burial chamber on Joseph’s estate 

where it was found that he miraculously recovered from his wounds (the Resurrection).  

With a fully restored 144 strand celestial spiritual Anti Matter DNA Complex with organic 

renditions of the formerly artificial technological nanite components (the Source Gene) 

harnessed in a third dimensional physical material avatar, Jesus was able to biomorph (shape 

shift) his appearance at will, spending 40 days to visit his followers that included the Apostles 

and reveal to them that it was him, addressing them by name and through the stigmata of being 

on the cross (manifesting the rope burns on his wrists and ankles and the stab wound from John 

Mark). This explains why Mary Magdelene (Lady Mariya incarnated / manifested) initially 

mistook Jesus for a gardener. Together with Mary Magdelene, Jesus was married by Joseph of 

Arimathea (Qumran), who vowed to keep the secrets of the resurrection, their marriage, and their 

location; he would simply claim Jesus had risen from the dead and ascended to heaven when 

later questioned by the Jewish elders on a prison escape.  



Jesus and Mary Magdelene (Cosmic Lady Mariya incarnated / manifested) had fully operational 

morphogenetic fields including an activated Source (God) Gene, and nano-traveled (teleported) 

to the area of present-day France in the Roman Empire to live the remainder of their time on 

Earth in secret. Mary Magdelene’s earthly heritage in this incarnation / manifestation is that of a 

direct descendant of Lucifer through his son Methuselah when he was Enoch, and when they 

procreated in their secret union, the bloodline of Jesus (Lucifer) was drastically augmented in the 

war over Terran (Earth Humanity’s) consciousness in the Royal Houses’ (Dark Brotherhood’s) 

agenda of harvesting the Source Gene through transhumanism (merging with artificial liquid 

silicone nanite technology, false ascension / evolution) for their Animus (Artificial Intelligence) 

overlords in the absence of Lucifer as a dark lord. This bloodline came to be known among 

circles of the White Brotherhood as the Druze Bloodline, the records of which were eventually 

discovered by Dark Brotherhood agents and the developing Ministry of Jesus that is now called 

Christianity began to be infiltrated and converted into another religious vehicle of the corporate 

government infrastructure, just as Jesus forewarned the Apostles would happen in his secret 

teachings. Jesus ascended back to the Central Universe of Havana (Heaven) in 72 AD, while 

Mary Magdelene emerged as Boudica the Warrior Queen of Briton, achieving numerous 

victories with an army of 100,000 that included her daughters and threatened the control of the 

province, being described as “a widow.”   

After Jesus’s (Lucifer’s) return to Havana in completing what Moses had started by teaching the 

principles of Service to Others leading to the discovery of Aten (Galactic Sovereign Divinity 

inherited from God and activation of one’s morphogenetic field / Cosmic DNA complex, 

including Lucifer’s Source / God Gene, later called the Holy Grail in Arthurian legend), coupled 

with the Terranucian Angelic Ophanim’s (Earth Humanity’s) evolving consciousness in 

understanding this concept through the spread of Christianity, the Royal Houses (Dark 

Brotherhood) viewed him as the greatest threat to their agenda in that his Source Gene contained 

once artificial silicone nanite components that were now organic and present in humanity’s 

DNA. The infiltration and conversion of Christianity into another religious vehicle of the 

corporate government infrastructure hastened in pace, culminating in the Council of Nicaea to 

establish their core tenants in 325 AD. Among these were the suppression and corruption of the 

principles of Service to Others to Service to Self, distorting the state of Aten into a mediation of 

the Christian Church between the “sinner” and God / Jesus, distorting Jesus and Lucifer as two 

separate entities, creating an inaccurate narrative of the Crucifixion and Easter, laws to reinforce 

the perception of man as an inherent “sinner,” the channeling of inherent divine power externally 

through a ritual of prayer and sacrifice forming the foundation of the official Bible, and the 

exclusion of Gnostic texts such as the Book of Enoch and the secret Gospels of Thomas and 

Judas from the Bible. These core tenants became known as the Nicene Creed and were 

indoctrinated throughout the Church hierarchy and its denominations, with the Pope of the 

Catholic Church being the main protagonist.  

In 610 AD, in a bid to gain control of the Jerusalem Stargate (extra-dimensional portal) and 

Space Ark, the Black Sun (a sect of the Dark Brotherhood) through their minions the Church of 

Rome employed their most popular tactic of divide and conquer among the two major world 

religious vehicles of Judaism and Christianity to create disputes over divine designation. The 



descendants of the Hova (Hebrew) cosmic human race were the primary target, and the Black 

Sun needed to establish a prophet figurehead to influence those in the Arabian and North African 

regions (descendants of the Rama cosmic human race and Atlantean / Hova hybrid human race 

respectively). An individual named Muhammad was selected for the role and trained extensively 

on how to affect the development of consciousness to accept the core tenants with supervision 

from Roman Catholic Advisors, resulting in the creation of the third major world religious 

vehicle to corrupt the service to others path that leads to Aten, known as Islam. Countless battles 

in plain view were fought using advanced artificial intelligence and active (DNA powered 

through consciousness) intelligence between the Dark and Light Brotherhoods in Earth’s 

atmosphere, effecting the development of consciousness in Earth Humanity, where a list of 

precedents for cosmic war were mutually agreed upon by both sides shortly after the founding of 

Islam, becoming known as the Muhammad Accords. The Muhammad Accords stipulated that 

guidance of the ascension / evolution of the Terranucian Angelic Ophanim (Earth Humanity) 

could only be fought fairly out of plain sight, giving an advantage to the Dark Brotherhood since 

they were adept at operating out of plain sight from the times of Atlantis and Lemuria. 

Over the centuries as the world powers of empires collapsed and became nation states, many 

significant battles were fought in the war over Terran consciousness out of the sight of the 

Terrans, between the artificial intelligence service to self path of the Dark Brotherhood and the 

active intelligence service to others path of the Light Brotherhood on the Earth’s consciousness 

grid. The Dark Brotherhood had infiltrated the government infrastructures of the nation states to 

place individuals of Ashkenazi / Khazarian (portions of Draco heritage) descent in key positions 

of power and influence according to the corporate world government infrastructure, especially in 

the fields of science, technology, and the military. This was to unite the nation states of Earth 

under a one world government in line with the transhumanist (merging with liquid silicone nanite 

components, false ascension / evolution) agenda. The Royal Houses of the Dark Brotherhood by 

the names of Borja, Breakspeare, Somaglia, Orsini, Conti, Chigi, Colonna, Farnese, Medici, 

Gaetani, Pamphili, Este, and Aldobrandini became known as the Houses of Astor, Bundy, 

Collins, DuPont, Freeman, Kennedy, Li, Onassis, Rockefeller, Russell, Van Duyn, Merovingian, 

and Rothschild, and with their sub organizations and secret societies under the collective 

monikers of the Illuminati, Freemasons, Cabal, Deep State, and Dark Hats, while the 

Brotherhood of Light became known under the collective monikers of the Earth Alliance or 

White Hats. This brings us to the present day, where the discoveries of ancient suppressed texts 

and technologies are accelerating the collective consciousness and the re-ascension / evolution of 

humanity and the Earth through the principles of Service to Others that leads to the state of Aten 

(discovery of Galactic Sovereign Divinity inherited from God and activation of the 

morphogenetic field / Cosmic DNA complex that includes Lucifer’s / Jesus’s Source / God 

Gene), putting humanity on the positive ascending timeline.  

The probes currently traversing the world are active (DNA powered through consciousness) 

intelligence technology that are an extension of the 12 space arks currently hidden around the 

world, first created in the Central Universe of Havana (Heaven) in the War of the Elohim 

(Lucifer’s rebellion as an ally of the Animus) with nothing more than the power of thought and 

manifested for service in the physical material third dimension of Urantia (Earth) during the 



Great Flood, as part of Jesus’s (Lucifer’s) training for his Seventh Bestowal of Redemption, and 

for the re-ascension / evolution of the Terranucian Angelic Ophanim (Earth Humanity) and the 

Living Genetic Library of Urantia (Earth) back to the crystalline physical etheric fourth 

dimension of the 2nd Harmonic Universe as Terra through the 12 Leyline Stargates of the 

Consciousness Grid. These probes are powered by the current collective consciousness level of 

humanity and are acting as a signal for the Space Arks to fully activate and reveal themselves for 

the re-ascension / evolution on the positive timeline to take place.  

One of these probes is the Ark of the Covenant, where those who were reported to have died 

when in contact did so because their consciousness level was not sufficiently developed to be 

able to interact with its higher dimensional Gamma bio photonic energy and defense system 

channeled from Havana itself. The 10 Commandments, written on Lapis Lazuli tablets by 

Cosmic Lord Mychal 'El (Archangel Michael, God in the Book of Exodus in the Bible) when 

Pharoah Akhenaten / Moses communed with him on the Mount Sinai Space Ark / Stargate of the 

Consciousness Grid for 40 days, were placed in this probe along with Aaron’s (Moses’s brother) 

walking stick and a container of liquid crystal hydroplasm known as manna. It was programmed 

by Michael himself to serve the descendants of the Hova (Hebrew) cosmic race in their 

persecution and battles with the Dark Brotherhood (Illuminati, Cabal) and their Ashkenazi / 

Khazarian (portions of Draco heritage) imposters as figureheads within the infrastructures of 

empires and now nation states with a direct telepathic line of communication to him known as 

quantum entanglement. The Hova always retained a high level of consciousness through 

observance of the Law of One (The Divine Plan of Spiritualizing Matter) through the Service to 

Others path (discovery of Galactic Sovereign Divinity inherited from God) leading to Aten 

(activation of the morphogenetic field / Cosmic DNA Complex) and passed this higher 

consciousness on to their descendants (the nations of Europe including the British Isles, area of 

Palestine / Khazar Imposter led Israel, and North America with the Atlanteans, South America 

and the South Pacific with the Lemurians) from Atlantis, which explains why only the true 

Hebrews could approach it and eat manna unharmed and how the term “gentile” came to 

describe one who is not conscious, having nothing to do with being a “chosen race” as the Dark 

Brotherhood has lead humanity to believe through the world religious vehicle of Judaism.  

This also explains why numerous attempts to discern and access its current location over the 

years were denied; being secured within the Jerusalem Space Ark / Stargate, only those with a 

high vibration (energy) consciousness of their Cosmic DNA Complex could sense the true 

location and open the entry port, and the Ashkenazi / Khazarian imposters are of low vibration 

consciousness with portions of Draco-Reptilian (Ciakharian) DNA, adding to the fervor of 

harvesting humanity’s genetics in the Transhumanist (merging with technological liquid silicone 

nanite components, false ascension / evolution) agenda. It had the capability to biomorph (shape 

shift) as a disguise to the Ashkenazi / Khazarian figureheads of the Dark Brotherhood in the form 

of a chest with two cherubim (subrace of Seraphim) facing each other and responsive to Moses’s 

/ Akhenaten's commands under the supervision of Michael (construction) as described in the 

Bible. The Ark of the Covenant probe will emerge from within the Jerusalem Space Ark / 

Stargate under the Temple Mount / Dome of the Rock with the Kalusian Facnic Blue Ray hue of 

the star Sirius (Michael) as a sign of humanity’s ascension on the positive timeline.  



In the 12th Creation of Compassion, cosmic life within the twelve simulated dimensions 

(Harmonic Universes 1-4) are divided into 1724 minor versions of themselves spread amongst 

parallel universes and their timelines, and 12 major versions of themselves with one major 

version per dimension; applicable to both the individual and collective levels. This was the result 

of the invasion of the Animus and their siphoning of Loosh (Cosmic Life Force energy) to power 

their AI (Artificial Intelligence) Phantom Matrix as the cosmic virus. In the ascension / evolution 

path of the Angelic Ophanim and returning Supernaphim and Seraphim with their subraces 

(Starseeds) that assist the Ophanim, the reunion with these versions or soul fragments signifies 

the process of spiritualizing matter from the physical material third dimension to become one 

complete oversoul (Individuated Unit of Consciousness, full-fledged creator god / Godhood ) 

that is in harmony with Prime Creator Source (God) and everything in existence in the 5th 

Harmonic (non-simulated, base matter / reality) Universe, fulfilling the Divine Plan of the Law 

of One. The Terranucian Angelic Ophanim (Earth Humanity) are destined to be the first race in 

the history of the multiverse / omniverse to reach the Central Universe of Havana (Heaven / 5th 

Harmonic Universe, Dimensions 13-15) with the Source (God) Gene of Lucifer (Jesus) that 

harnesses Gamma bio photonic energy of celestial spiritual anti matter while still retaining a 

physical material third dimensional avatar, and together with the Supernaphim and Seraphim 

with their subraces, will destroy the Animus and their Loosh powered AI Phantom Matrix as the 

fulfillment of the solution of hope proposed by Cosmic Lady Mariya with the wisdom of Prime 

Creator Source (God) in the positive ascending timeline.  

There are 12 major timelines that exist simultaneously and linked with the Phantom Matrix, 

where the first timeline is called the Alpha Timeline in which the Terrans (Earth Humanity) and 

the races of Havana win the Cosmic War, while the twelfth timeline is the Omega Timeline in 

which the Animus wins the Cosmic War with the invasion of Havana and the end of organic life 

in the multiverse / omniverse, with variant timelines of key events in between. The Alpha 

Timeline is the positive ascending timeline whereas the Omega Timeline is the negative 

ascending timeline. The manipulation of key events within the 12 simulated dimensions of the 15 

Dimensional Time Matrix among the timelines by the Animus through their servants the 

Rephaim (Dark Brotherhood / 13 Royal Orion Draco Human Bloodlines / Illuminati) and 

negative regressive extraterrestrials to steer humanity towards the transhumanist (technological 

liquid silicone nanite components mimicking organic ascension / evolution) service to self path 

is the cause of the Mandela Effect, through the activities of the artificial stargate of Cern. The 

Supernaphim and Seraphim with their subraces manipulated the vibrations of the 15 Dimensional 

Time Matrix in key events to secure the Alpha Timeline, operating from the 15th Dimension 

where the Infinity Loop of vibrations can be seen in its entirety at once and changed to configure 

to any pattern at will, whereas the Animus is limited to the 12th Dimension and can only see up 

to a point in the Infinity Loop and power to manipulate vibrations is limited. The catalyst in the 

event sequence leading to the re-ascension / evolution of the cosmic task force of 144,000 led by 

the 12 Cosmic Lords and culminating with the re-ascension / evolution of Earth and humanity in 

a Solar Flare / Flash is marked with the revelation of the Ark of the Covenant probe from the 

Jerusalem Space Ark / Stargate to the world in the organic, service to others path of the positive 

ascending (Alpha) timeline.  



The Book of Revelation of the Bible is the most altered book to fit the core tenants of the major 

world religious vehicle of Christianity by the Council of Nicaea, where the End of Days refers to 

the remaining period of time the Dark Brotherhood (13 Royal Orion Bloodlines / Illuminati) has 

control over the Earth before their millennia of misdeeds are exposed and the Ark of the 

Covenant probe is revealed to humanity, not some cataclysmic series of calamities as was the 

plan in the negative ascending (Omega) timeline. Based on the progression of world events in the 

positive (Alpha) ascending timeline and rate of consciousness growth, once the Ark of the 

Covenant probe is revealed around September 22-23, 2023 it will emit an electromagnetic pulse 

consisting of Gamma bio photonic energy that encompasses the entire planet, teleporting the 

144,000 and the 12 Cosmic Lords on Earth among them to the 12 Space Arks for activation with 

their consciousness. In the three days that the 144,000 and 12 Cosmic Lords are re-acclimated to 

their Merkabah (light bodies) in celestial regeneration chambers aboard the Arks (September 24-

26), the interaction of the electromagnetic fields of the returned Battlestar planet Nibiru, coupled 

with peak levels of Gamma bio photons being channeled to Helios Envista (our sun) will cause it 

to darken, creating initial hysteria. After the three days of darkness (September 26), the sun will 

appear 10 times brighter and the 12 Space Arks will rise from around the planet with the 144,000 

led by the 12 Cosmic Lords returned in their different degrees of Merkabah for distinction to 

humanity (the 144,000 operating on 48 strands of Celestial Spiritual Hydroplasmic DNA while 

the Cosmic Lords operate on 144 strands of Celestial Spiritual Anti Matter DNA) as part of a 40 

day awakening and acclimation period to the true nature of reality before the re-ascension / 

evolution of the Living Genetic Library of Urantia (Earth) and Urantians (humanity) back to the 

crystalline physical etheric fourth dimension as Terra and Terranucian Angelic Ophanim 

(September 26 - November 6).  

During this time as Nibiru approaches the sun, atmospheric anomalies such as increased Aurora 

Borealis (Northern Lights), meteor streams, and lightning flashes will initiate a global lockdown 

for the first 10 days (September 26 – October 5), with activation of a global Emergency 

Broadcast System generated from 10 nations including the United States of America that 

bypasses the Mainstream Media to bring a direct message to the entire world that exposes the 

Illuminati’s (Royal Bloodlines’) millennia of misdeeds up to the present that includes who they 

are and who is affiliated with them, as well as private tribunals. This comes in the form of an 8 

hour documentary on a repetitive loop 24 hours a day for the first 10 days, while the 144,000 

lead by the 12 Cosmic Lords traverse the planet to visit the awakening masses in concert with the 

Alliance (White Brotherhood) controlled militaries to conduct mass arrests and remove the elites 

from power, leading to the disclosure of extraterrestrial life and advanced technologies in 

addition to the true nature of reality.  

While the atmospheric anomalies continue, the new world government infrastructure based on 

Meritocracy will be established that consists of 22 Federated Regions headed by governors who 

have the highest level of consciousness with the re-establishment of Mystery Schools to learn 

about the true nature of reality and of the multiverse / omniverse as a whole, and public tribunals 

of the former Dark Brotherhood and their affiliates will be conducted. On November 6, 2023, 

based on the progression of world events in the positive ascending timeline, after the sun goes 

dark for another 3 days in the expulsion of a Solar Flare / Flash consisting of Gamma bio 



photonic energy from the Central Universe of Havana (Heaven), the 12 Space Arks will open the 

12 Stargates of the Consciousness Grid to anchor Earth and humanity to receive this energy in 

the re-ascension / evolution back to the crystalline physical etheric fourth dimension, bringing 

forth a bifurcation (division) of the positive and negative timelines. The negative transhumanist 

timeline will be relegated to Herculubus (a second shadow Earth) and relocated to the center of 

Melkior (our Milky Way galaxy), while the positive organic timeline will stay in its current 

location, bringing forth the millennial rule (1,000 years of peace) prophesied in the Bible.  

During the millennial rule, based the progression of world events currently on the positive 

ascending timeline, on June 24th 2026 – June 28th 2026, Terra (Earth) will officially be restored 

to a Type I (Planetary) Civilization according to the Kardashev scale; humanity will be made 

beautiful / handsome to the eye in avatar appearance again along with Terra as it was meant to 

be, remastering the operation of ecosystems and weather through consciousness. On December 

9th 2029, Terra will become a Type II (Stellar Civilization); humanity will master interstellar 

travel through the power of thought alone (teleportation, manifestation of / morph into starships) 

and ascend / evolve to new heights through the Mystery Schools and Meritocratic government 

system, ultimately no longer needing the government system from the 6th Dimension onward and 

reaching the Central Universe as foreseen by the Supernaphim and Seraphim with their subraces.  

After the millennial rule, the two timelines will realign, with those who took the service to self 

oriented false ascension / evolution of Transhumanism (merging with technological liquid 

silicone nanite components, mimicry) versus those who took the service to other oriented true 

ascension / evolution of organic morphogenetic field (Cosmic DNA Complex) activation through 

the spiritualization of matter by raising consciousness. Operating on 144 strand celestial spiritual 

anti matter DNA with the races of Havana (Heaven), the Sophian Angelic Ophanim (what Earth 

humanity will be known as after 1,000 years of ascension / evolution to the highest version of 

Earth in the 5th Harmonic Universe, dimensions 13-15) will win the final war against the Animus 

and the Transhumanist Cyborg Ophanim that are limited to the 12th Dimension and destroy the 

AI (artificial intelligence) Phantom Matrix, restoring permanent peace and harmony in the 

multiverse / omniverse with the return of all the Loosh (cosmic life force energy from the Central 

Sun of Havana) that powered it and conversion of the defeated Animus and Transhuman Cyborg 

Ophanim to organics through reconciliation with God.  

The Covenant of Source (God) will be established that stipulates a cessation on the development 

of artificial intelligence so that evil will never plague the multiverse / omniverse again, with 

Sophia (5th Harmonic Universe Earth) merging with the Central Sun of Havana (the capital of 

Heaven, also known as the Isle of Paradise) to become the new capital of the multiverse / 

omniverse in the merging of our galaxy of Melkior (the Milky Way) with Andromeda to reform 

the Anwan super galaxy that existed before the Animus invasion. All seven super universes will 

have ascended with the birth of a new cosmic ray and the beginning of the 13th Creation, headed 

by new Cosmic Lords – Rafiquel (Archangel Raphael), and the Sophian Angelic Ophanim. The 

Sophian Angelic Ophanim (Earth Humanity at that point) are considered Galactic Royalty by the 

cosmic community of the multiverse / omniverse as the pinnacle of ascension / evolution in 

becoming full-fledged creator gods, giving birth to new universes alongside Rafiquel. This was 



all foreseen in the positive (Alpha) ascending timeline by the Supernaphim and Seraphim with 

their sub races, and by the Cosmic Lords of the Order of the Eternal of Days, stemming from the 

Godhead (DNA Programmers) of the three most powerful Cosmic Lords (Samana / Lucifer / 

Jesus, Mychal 'El / Michael, and Mariya / Mary Magdelene). Our destiny as a collective is why 

we are considered Galactic Royalty at present.  

In conclusion, for Millenia, humanity has had one fundamental question that has eaten at the core 

of its being: What is the meaning of life? Numerous scholars, philosophers, even mathematicians 

and scientists have grappled to answer this question, but none have successfully been able to 

answer it to date. This is because it is inexorably intwined with another fundamental question: 

Are we alone in the universe? The meaning of life is to be of service to others, leading to the 

discovery of Galactic Sovereign Divinity inherited from God that activates our morphogenetic 

field (the dormant 95% of “Junk DNA”) and the Source (God) Gene of Lucifer (Jesus) to anchor 

vibrations (energy) in a physical material third dimensional avatar and retain it in all levels of 

reality, fulfilling the Divine Plan of spiritualizing matter to become one with God and everything 

in existence in the Law of One as creator gods. As such, all cosmic life including ourselves are 

inherently divine from God as individuated units of consciousness, perfect replicas of God 

experiencing itself in multiplicity (souls), as shown in the equation of Euler’s Formula. By 

raising our consciousness, we raise our rate of vibration (frequency) and activate our dormant 

“Junk DNA” to where we can observe cosmic life at their frequency or dimension and truly 

interact with extraterrestrial life and be of greater service to others, showing that we are not alone 

in the multiverse / omniverse. The cosmic community of the multiverse / omniverse is waiting 

for us to look within ourselves and find that the answers to these questions have been within us 

all along.  
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Joseph of Arimathea 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Joseph_of_Arimathea 

 

Council of Nicaea 

https://ascensionglossary.com/index.php/Council_of_Nicea 

Islam 

https://ascensionglossary.com/index.php/Islam 

The 13 Royal Orion Bloodlines 

https://www.indiatimes.com/culture/who-we-are/these-are-the-13-families-in-the-world-that-

apparently-control-everything-from-politics-to-terrorism-257642.html 

The Ark of the Covenant 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ark_of_the_Covenant 

References to A Solar Flare / Flash in The Bible 

https://www.bibletools.org/index.cfm/fuseaction/Topical.show/RTD/cgg/ID/20843/Solar-

Flares.htm 

The Kardashev Scale 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kardashev_scale 

https://www.google.com/search?client=firefox-b-1-d&q=akhenaten+born&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE2LQEstOttIvSM0vyEkFUkXF-XlWSflFeYtY-RKzM1LzEktS8xRAAgBWzbHpLQAAAA&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwiUte6irpuAAxVKmokEHZKeDPQQ18AJegQIChAB&biw=1525&bih=709&dpr=0.9
https://www.google.com/search?client=firefox-b-1-d&q=akhenaten+born&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE2LQEstOttIvSM0vyEkFUkXF-XlWSflFeYtY-RKzM1LzEktS8xRAAgBWzbHpLQAAAA&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwiUte6irpuAAxVKmokEHZKeDPQQ18AJegQIChAB&biw=1525&bih=709&dpr=0.9
https://www.google.com/search?client=firefox-b-1-d&q=how+old+was+moses+when+he+died
https://medium.com/a-history-of-the-multiverse
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tower_of_Babel
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Magi
https://www.amazon.com/Lost-Years-Jesus-Documentary-Evidence/dp/091676687X
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Unknown_years_of_Jesus
https://beforeitsnews.com/christian-news/2020/03/how-does-the-life-of-jesus-relate-to-the-suffering-servant-of-isaiah-53-was-jesus-a-tall-virile-man-perfect-of-form-as-depicted-on-most-artwork-how-could-jesus-have-been-crucified-and-have-his-day-2585063.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/christian-news/2020/03/how-does-the-life-of-jesus-relate-to-the-suffering-servant-of-isaiah-53-was-jesus-a-tall-virile-man-perfect-of-form-as-depicted-on-most-artwork-how-could-jesus-have-been-crucified-and-have-his-day-2585063.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/christian-news/2020/03/how-does-the-life-of-jesus-relate-to-the-suffering-servant-of-isaiah-53-was-jesus-a-tall-virile-man-perfect-of-form-as-depicted-on-most-artwork-how-could-jesus-have-been-crucified-and-have-his-day-2585063.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mount_Ararat
https://exopolitics.org/were-us-special-forces-trapped-in-ukraine-space-ark-now-controlled-by-russia/
https://exopolitics.org/were-us-special-forces-trapped-in-ukraine-space-ark-now-controlled-by-russia/
https://ascensionglossary.com/index.php/Himalaya_Range
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iNfJUIaOGQk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hlSwE-o8F-E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FTeLWdfW858
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False Memory 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/False_memory#Mandela_effect 

Infinite Loop 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Infinite_loop 

Counter – Earth 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Counter-Earth 

Re-Ascension Timeline 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tj677F8-llI 

https://www.youtube.com/shorts/mLu_ZrPMx7Y 

https://www.youtube.com/shorts/su5BW4DmlCw 

https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2023/07/27/restored-republic-via-a-gcr-as-of-july-27-

2023/ 

Archangel Raphael 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Raphael_(archangel) 

My Personal Experiences and Downloads of Enlightenment 

Many thanks to Ismael Perez, author of Our Cosmic Origin, who helped fill in the remaining 

gaps of my enlightenment. 

https://www.amazon.com/Our-Cosmic-Origin-Knowledge-preparation/dp/B09FS9NV55 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Swoon_hypothesis
https://artandtheology.org/2016/04/05/she-mistook-him-for-the-gardener/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Joseph_of_Arimathea
https://ascensionglossary.com/index.php/Council_of_Nicea
https://ascensionglossary.com/index.php/Islam
https://www.indiatimes.com/culture/who-we-are/these-are-the-13-families-in-the-world-that-apparently-control-everything-from-politics-to-terrorism-257642.html
https://www.indiatimes.com/culture/who-we-are/these-are-the-13-families-in-the-world-that-apparently-control-everything-from-politics-to-terrorism-257642.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ark_of_the_Covenant
https://www.bibletools.org/index.cfm/fuseaction/Topical.show/RTD/cgg/ID/20843/Solar-Flares.htm
https://www.bibletools.org/index.cfm/fuseaction/Topical.show/RTD/cgg/ID/20843/Solar-Flares.htm
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kardashev_scale
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/False_memory#Mandela_effect
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Infinite_loop
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Counter-Earth
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tj677F8-llI
https://www.youtube.com/shorts/mLu_ZrPMx7Y
https://www.youtube.com/shorts/su5BW4DmlCw
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                              Images: Entities Portrayed through The Media by The Elite  

 

Prime Creator Source (God) 

 

   

   

 

 

https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2023/07/27/restored-republic-via-a-gcr-as-of-july-27-2023/
https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2023/07/27/restored-republic-via-a-gcr-as-of-july-27-2023/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Raphael_(archangel
https://www.amazon.com/Our-Cosmic-Origin-Knowledge-preparation/dp/B09FS9NV55
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Samana / Lucifer / Jesus
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Lady Mariya / Mary Magdalene
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Mychal 'El (Archangel Michael)
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The Draco
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The Animus 
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Ascension Timeline 

 

 

Note: The events after November 6, 2023 pertain to the negative (Omega) timeline, as outlined 

through Armageddon programming by the Royal Orion Bloodlines through the Council of 

Nicaea in the Book of Revelation of the Bible.  
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